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 It’s What We Do
“Sometimes it just takes a lot of try and heart, and the seemingly impossible  

can become possible, and that is what we are really all about.”
I’m writing this on the last day of Veterinary 

Technician week. That being said, I would 
like to send out a great shout out of “THANK 

YOU” to my veterinary technicians and sup-
port staff. Dr. Tam and I really appreciate you 
so much; we couldn’t do what we do without 
you! Such as help with the 2-foot-long koi fish 
Blue Eyes that was hospitalized with us here for 
about a month while she recovered from a para-
sitic infection, giving her time to heal and recover 
away from the stresses of living in an outdoor 
pond, especially with fall temperature fluctua-
tions happening. You all really are a special team, 
and I am so grateful to each and every one of 
you, from those who were with Doc Gurney and 
stuck with me and now have been part of the 
practice for nearly a decade, to the newer staff 
who are so willing to learn how we do things 
here “Doc’s” way, and why. And that is because of 
our resounding successes!

Over and over again we see pets referred to, 
or coming from, specialty hospitals, with little to 
no hope for their pet’s chronic conditions, only 
to find that with us we can give them hope for 
several more years of quality life together. I am so 
grateful to Doc Gurney for all his many years of 
wisdom and care for the animals, which Dr. Tam 
and I get to build off of, and perpetuate, for the 
good of so many sick pets. 

Speaking of Doc, he turns 90 this month! 
That’s right, he’s still doing great, and his first 
book should be available for purchase soon. It’s 
a collection of stories about his adventures over 
the years. I will be sure to let you know when it 
becomes available. In the meantime, we are col-
lecting old client files of some of his greatest suc-
cesses, as well as our more recent ones, so that 
we can also publish an account of all the pets 
with miraculous recoveries. Dr. Tam already has 
some great ones, from a cat that went blind and 
regained his sight, to another kitty with terminal 
liver disease that she was able to turn around and 
is doing well without weeks of hospitalization 

in an emergency care facility. Sometimes it just 
takes a lot of try and heart, and the seemingly 
impossible can become possible, and that is what 
we are really all about. Herbs and acupuncture 
really do work quite well for all kinds of chronic 
disease like severe arthritis, allergies, and cancer, 
if you will just give them a chance. And on the 
brighter side of things, a more holistic approach, 
before sickness sets in and problems can develop 
in the body, can mean a longer, healthier life. 

I recently saw a program on television talking 
about a woman who was suffering from mito-
chondrial disease. This was fascinating to me, 

because Doc taught me about this disease in ani-
mals years ago. He explained to me that this is a 
disease which can manifest itself in many differ-
ent forms, and is a malfunction in the mitochon-
dria, or energy mechanisms of the cells inside 
every living thing. He explained that mitochon-
drial disease is an inherited disease, inherited 
through the mother, and usually manifests itself 
around middle age. He would patiently explain 
to clients that different cells in the body would 
have different life cycles, such as red blood cells 
that live about 120 days, and white blood cells 
that live about 22 days. If there are abnormalities 

in the cell, such as with mitochondrial disease, 
the cell does not have enough energy to develop 
through full, normal maturation. This is what 
leads to the manifestation of disease, because it’s 
as if there are missing “rungs in the ladder,” as he 
would always say. The result would be disease, 
and often in various forms, since every function 
of the body requires energy to be adequately 
fulfilled. This is why mitochondrial disease is 
considered a disease of lack of energy, and can 
affect everything from leading to the develop-
ment of cancer cells, to chronic skin diseases, 
mobility and neurological disease, and every-
thing in between. We treat this by giving the 
animal a variety of nutritional supplements such 
as CoQ10, Chinese herbs, and “cell signals,” or 
cytokines, which are the small proteins that the 
body normally makes, but does not have enough 
energy to make in certain situations.

These are the kinds of lengthy discussions Doc 
would have with clients, sometimes for hours, 
explaining in depth the science, and using dia-
grams and charts, to explain how all this works. 
This is why clients would drive from states away, 
and wait 4 hours in the lobby, just to see Doc. We 
honor all the work he did paving the way for us, 
to bring cutting-edge treatments and “out of the 
box” thinking into our hospital. Thanks, Doc, 
for everything! Here’s hoping you write many 
more books for us all to learn from your years 
of wisdom!

If you know of someone whose pet is suffer-
ing from some form of “incurable” disease, please 
pass on our information. Miracles do happen, 
every day. Wishing you all the best in health and 
happiness, DrQ, Dr. Tam, and the crew of Aspen 
Park Vet and the ResqRanchorg. 

Aspen Park Veterinary Hospital is located at 
25871 Duran Ave. Conifer, CO 80433.  

You can call the hospital at  
(303) 838-3771 (838-DrQ1) or  

visit them at www.DrQandU.org. 

“A more holistic approach, before sickness 
sets in and problems can develop in the 
body, can mean a longer, healthier life.”



NovemberNovember  beneficiary
To date, Your Mountain Connection has donated more than $118,000 to a local nonprofits.  

Evergreen resident Margo Hamilton is the volunteer beneficiary coordinator for Your Mountain Connection.  
She has an extensive background working with nonprofits and writes to help people better understand each other.

ALTERNATIVE GIFT FAIR
A jolly, holly, virtual holiday 

BY MARGO HAMILTON

United optimism has seemingly become a 
global force to overcome the oppression, 
fear and discord that descended upon the 

world at the dawn of 2020. “New normal” trends 
have impacted how we socialize, shop, work, and 
attend school; and social distancing is seemingly 
going to impact our beloved holiday traditions. 
For many of us, comradery is instant when we 
attend the Alternative Gift Fair, celebrating their 
20th year of uniting local, national, and interna-
tional charities and nonprofit organizations. 

The benevolent Alternative Gift Fair concept 
was originally initiated at Church of the Hills, 
located on Buffalo Park Road. Evergreen resident 
Mary Richards well remembers the first event. “I 
was then new to Church of the Hills and readily 
signed up to volunteer for the holiday fair. I was 
willing to do any task, and on the day of the fair 
I was tasked to oversee the donations table. I 
immediately called my husband for ideas how to 
make my donations table appealing. He searched 
his files for a few brochures from various 
nonprofits, grabbed three huge jars, and joined 
me at the donations table. Benevolent people 
generously placed dollars into our donations 
jars and enjoyed their holiday shopping with the 
then local nonprofits. Since then, the Fair has 
morphed with local, national and international 
nonprofits and charities that sell gorgeous 
handmade items, artwork, specialty foods, and 
much more. All of the nonprofits keep 100% of 
the money they raise, and comradery is cultivated 
between vendors, shoppers, and volunteers every 
year, and it’s become an annual event everyone 
seems to look forward to, especially me.”

Mary is right about the Fair’s comradery. We 
started the Mountain Connection newspaper 26 
years ago as a means to raise both awareness and 
funding for our local nonprofits. The Alternative 
Gift Fair takes our mission one step further by 
uniting and extending kindness, compassion and 

unconditional love to artisans, crafters, jewelers, 
culinary experts and others who live in the U.S. 
and beyond. This year, 25 nonprofits and char-
ities are participating virtually with a fabulous 
array of handmade crafts, jewelry, textiles, food 
and other great gifts! 

Jean Wells has enthusiastically served as the 
Fair’s vendor relations co-chair for the past six 
years, and although this year’s Fair is virtual, it 
has not dampened her vivacious spirit. “We are 
offering virtual shoppers two options for receiv-
ing their purchases. Our website offers shipping 
directly to an address of your choosing, and sev-
eral of the participating nonprofits and charities 
are allowing free pickup that will take place in 
Evergreen Lutheran Church’s parking lot at 5980 
Country Hwy 73 on Saturday, November 21, 
2020, from 10 am until 2 pm.”

Listening to Jean speak of the Fair’s participat-
ing organizations is like listening to a dear friend 
brag about their cherished family members. 
“The Fair feels like a family reunion year after 
year. Friendship Bridge has had a booth since the 

Fair’s inception. Like the Fair, Friendship Bridge 
has morphed with a current mission to provide 
microfinance, education, and preventive health 
services to women in Guatemala to support them 
in building resilience and pursuing opportu-
nities. The loan products they provide and the 
programs they facilitate are based on each cli-
ent’s level of individual development. That said, 
the beautiful handiwork of the Guatemalans is 
breathtakingly gorgeous. Vibrant textiles in an 
array of colors abound, and local artisans craft 
woolen items such as hats, scarves, Christmas 
stockings, and swittens (the fingers can be 
exposed or not). At age 12, Colorado photog-
rapher Kayla Wolins started her own nonprofit, 
Cards for Caring, to share her love of wildlife 
and nature. Her breathtaking animal note cards, 
landscapes, and nature photos make the perfect 
holiday, thank-you, or hostess gift. Yo Te Amo is 
an Ecuadorian nonprofit that sells hand-carved 
items including nativity sets, alpaca throws, pon-
chos, sweaters, and leather or suede pursues as a 
means to purchase water tanks and free medical 

care. Evergreen MOPS (Mothers of Preschoolers) 
offers an array of home-grown honey as well as 
homemade peanut butter and jellies.”

Jean’s love for the vendors is obvious. Shoppers 
at the market can feel it, and look forward to sup-
porting this worthy cause and shopping for love-
made items that will make this holiday extra spe-
cial, in spite of 2020’s severity. Hopefully the few 
charities and nonprofits mentioned will pique 
your interest to go to https://www.gifttwice.
org to learn more about this year’s 20th Annual 
Alternative Gift Fair.

Now for the most important detail of all: how 
to participate in this one-of-a kind virtual shop-
ping experience that runs from November 1st 
through the 14th. Everything you need to know 
about shopping is posted at https://www.giftt-
wice.org/how-it-works. Under the FAQS head-
ing, you can learn more about item pickup, how 
your purchases support nonprofits, and addi-
tional facts under “How do I shop?” 

This year’s operating expenses for the Fair 
have generously been covered by the Alternative 
Gift Fair Bake Sale, Christ the King Catholic 
Church, Church of the Hills-Presbyterian USA, 
Congregation Beth Evergreen, Episcopal Church 
of the Transfiguration, Evergreen Lutheran 
Church (host) and United Methodist Church of 
Evergreen.

Mattie Stepanek, whom I will always admire 
and adore, claimed “unity is strength…when 
there is teamwork and collaboration, wonderful 
things can be achieved.” This I have observed 
from the very first Alternative Holiday Fair, and 
this year’s Fair magnifies that all the more. Your 
Mountain Connection newspaper, Fair attendees, 
and vendors fully agree with Mary Richard’s sen-
timent, “I am forever grateful to the Church of 
the Hills for creating the Alternative Gift Fair.” 
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I’m Just Sayin’…
November 2020 — Thanksgiving/Veterans Day

Jeff Smith owner/publisher

November is a busy month. On the 3rd we 
all get to decide the future of our country. 
I don’t endorse candidates in the paper, 

so all I will say is VOTE! It’s important!
Also the 11th is Veterans Day. I’m a veteran, so 

I appreciate the support that this day brings to 
all those who have served our country from its 
beginning. Many vets need our help right now. 
Do what you can.

And of course, Thanksgiving. I hope you all 
can be with your loved ones this year. But if you 
can’t, at least try to communicate with them. It’s 
been a tough year, and we all need encourage-
ment and assurance that things will get better. 
We should all be thankful that we live in a coun-
try where socialism and Marxism do not rule our 
lives and take away our freedoms, and where we 
have the very best in first responders and physi-
cians to care for us.

I must admit, I don’t get it. People go through 
two – three hours of waiting in line in their cars 
in bumper-to-bumper traffic to look at a few 
trees and then turn around and go back home. 
This year was the worst traffic we have ever had, 
just to look at a few trees.

Just a reminder: the passing lane on 285 is 
for passing — not for driving several miles at or 
under the speed limit and not passing anyone. 
Thank you!

The Rockies – Nothing to see here — move on 
to next year.

The Broncos – It has already been a bad year 
for the NFL for injuries and postponed games. 
They will be lucky to get the season in. The 
Broncos actually don’t look that bad in spite of 
their record of 2 – 3 at this writing. Eleven teams 
have the same or worse records. They looked 
better against the Patriots with Lock back and 
Lindsay in. Their next two games against the 
Chiefs and Chargers will tell us a lot. At this 
point I’d be happy with a .500 season. And that 
would probably get us in the playoffs. Maybe.

College Football – Some have started and 
some will start on October 24th. Just not a 
normal season. I hope the players and coaches 
can stay healthy. GO HAWKS!

The Avalanche – Picking up some good play-
ers in the off season. Next year could be the year 
to go for the cup!

The Nuggets – Like the Avalanche, the Nuggets 
look like contenders again next year. They had a 
good run!

Quackadilly says:  
“VOTE!!”

MOUNTAIN
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from the experts
—  M O U N T  E V A N S  H O M E  H E A L T H  C A R E  &  H O S P I C E  —

Mount Evans Home Health Care & Hospice  
Named the Top Company in Health Care 
BY KERI JAEGER

Despite all the uncertainty we are all surrounded by in Colorado this year— a pandemic, wildfires, social 
unrest, political turmoil and more — we wanted to take a moment to celebrate some good news and thank our 
extended family in the mountain community. ColoradoBiz Magazine named Mount Evans the Top Health Care 
Company in the state. This is an amazing honor and incredibly rare achievement for any organization. 

“This year, the judges saw 
something beyond our  

programs. They saw our  
heart and our resilience.”

We’ve been fortunate to be named a 
finalist for the last two years. It some-
how seems appropriate that in the 

year we are celebrating our 40th Anniversary, 
and more importantly 40 years of caring for the 
mountain community, that we would be named 
the winner. 

When they looked at Mount Evans Home 
Health Care and Hospice for the last three years, 
they saw a community-based nonprofit that offers 
highly skilled and nationally recognized hospice, 
home health, palliative care and emotional sup-
port. They saw a small but mighty team of care 
providers that traveled more than 311,000 miles 
in challenging terrain to make more than 25,000 
patient care visits. And, they saw an incredibly 
loving organization that offers children a grief 
summer camp that has helped more than 1,500 
children find hope for healing since 1995.

This year, the judges saw something beyond 
our programs. They saw our heart and our resil-
ience. They took into account an organization’s 
response to the COVID-19 pandemic. They 
wanted to recognize the companies that stepped 
up to meet the moment. I couldn’t be more 
proud of the entire Mount Evans family.

We are honored to be recognized as an orga-
nization with drive, determination, a vision and 
a plan that is making Colorado a better place to 
live and work. Although we take great pride in 
this recognition, our greatest achievement is in 
making a meaningful difference in the lives of 
our patients. We focus on living. Mount Evans’ 
physicians, nurses, nurse practitioners, certified 
nursing assistants, therapists, social workers, and 
volunteers often enter an individual’s life when 
they are their most vulnerable. We bring our 
skill and sensitivity through their front door and 
make their days richer, warmer and more mean-
ingful. And that is more than enough.

As I explained to ColoradoBiz Magazine, “We 
remain a unique health care provider in a rapidly 
changing world of payment models, care deliv-
ery systems and regulatory reforms. Although 

the rate of change is relentless, what has not 
changed, nor will ever change, is our commit-
ment to serving our neighbors in the mountain 
communities the way we would want our own 
loved ones to be cared for.”

We care for our neighbors in the most literal 
sense of the word, and that commitment is the 
heart of our strong culture of service. Our staff 
members live in the communities we serve, and 
our shared concern for this “extended family” 
unites our attitude and action. 

 

 
Keri Jaeger is President and CEO at Mount 

Evans Home Health Care & Hospice. To learn  
more about supporting Mount Evans’ efforts, 

visit www.mountevans.org

Contributing Writers:     Cynthia Kimball    Cathy Kowalski    Kaarsten Turner Dalby    Anne Vickstrom

“Unity is strength…when there is teamwork and  
collaboration, wonderful things can be achieved.” — Mattie Stepanek
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from the experts from the experts

—  E V E R G R E E N  H E A L T H  I N S U R A N C E  —

Choose Next Year’s Individual  
Health and Medicare  

Advantage Plans While You Can
BY ED REGALADO

Happy with your current health 
insurance plan? If you get health 
coverage through Connect for 
Health Colorado, or if you’re on 
a Medicare Advantage plan, now is 
the time to get set up for 2021. 
Medicare’s annual election period 
(AEP) began on October 15th, and 
you only have until December 7th 
to make a change for next year. If 
you get your insurance through the 
exchange, the Annual Enrollment 
Period just started on November 
1st. It ends January 15, 2021.

Since time is running out to 
make changes if desired, let’s talk 
about Medicare Advantage and 
Prescription Drug Plans, first. If you’re happy 
with your current Advantage Plan, you don’t 
have to do anything, and unless you’re informed 
otherwise, your plan will renew automatically. 
Why might you want to change Advantage plans? 
Every carrier makes changes to their Advantage 
plans each year, and carriers are offering more 
benefits in 2021. Some carriers have added or 
enhanced their dental and vision benefits, and 
some have added over-the-counter product cred-
its and other benefits that may help you. 

If you live in the Denver metro area, there are 
now a number of HMO and PPO Advantage plans 
to choose from. It may make sense to switch from 
an HMO to a PPO if your needs have changed. 
Last month, Dana discussed some of the general 
differences between HMO and PPO plans. If you 
need a refresher, feel free to give us a call. 

If you have Traditional Medicare and a 
Supplement Plan, this AEP doesn’t affect you. You 
can change a Medicare Supplement plan at any 
time, subject to medical underwriting. However, 

if you have a supplement plan, 
chances are you also carry a sepa-
rate prescription drug plan that is 
bound by this AEP period (except 
for special conditions). If your 
Rx needs have changed this year, 
it may be worth looking at other 
PDP plans to see if you’re still in 
the best one for your current pre-
scription needs.

If you get your health insur-
ance through the individual 
marketplace, Connect for Health 
Colorado is the state exchange 
where you can view eligible plans 
and determine your tax credit if 
you qualify. Open Enrollment for 

individual plans runs November 1 – January 15. 
If you want changes to be effective at the begin-
ning of the year, be sure to complete a switch 
before the end of the year. 

Changes are coming to the market. Nuanced 
differences between plans can get confusing and 
make the services of an independent broker in 
your local market incredibly valuable. While I’d 
love to share details with you here, brokers are 
not allowed to discuss specific plan details with-
out your written permission. We can set that up 
easily and electronically if desired, so no need to 
be concerned about social distancing when the 
weather has turned. And the best part is, a bro-
ker’s services don’t cost anything to consumers. 
Give us a call today for a free plan evaluation! 

Ed and Dana Regalado are certified brokers. 
27945 Meadow Drive, Evergreen, CO  

Call 303-674-1945 or send an email to: 
edregalado46@gmail.com. 

—  B U F F A L O  PA R K  D E N T I S T R Y   —

Halitosis
BY ALEX ROBERTS

“Seeing your dentist regularly is an important way  
to help treat or prevent bad breath.”

2020 has been a year in which 
most of us have spent more time 
at home, and the official outfit 
has been declared to be the 
pajama pant and old, worn-out 
college T-shirt. This correlates 
to excessive morning coffee and 
a later morning brushing rou-
tine. Whether a spouse or family 
member has indicated it or not, 
most of us have likely seen an 
uptick in morning breath. 

Bad breath, or halitosis, is 
a common and potentially 
embarrassing problem that 
many people experience. While 
simple oral health improvements 
may have a significant effect on 
breath, halitosis may also be a 
sign of more serious underlying 
medical or dental conditions. 

The first step is determining if you truly have 
bad breath. So, what are the ways to tell if a trip 
to the mouthwash aisle in the grocery store or 
a trip to your dentist or medical doctor is pru-
dent? One way to evaluate your likelihood of bad 
breath is to look at your tongue; a white coating 
on the top surface of your tongue may indicate 
a bacterial overgrowth and greater likelihood of 
bad breath. If you lick your wrist and smell it, 
this is also a good method of determining the 
actual smell of your breath. And lastly, if you 
have a friend, family member, or neighbor whom 
you are especially close to, or just don’t like, you 
can always just ask them if your breath smells. 

Some of the causes of bad breath include poor 
oral hygiene, external factors like foods (think 
garlic and onions), alcohol or tobacco use, dry-
mouth commonly caused by mouth breathing or 
medications, systemic diseases such as diabetes, 
kidney or liver failure, or infections found in the 

sinuses, lungs, tonsils or mouth.
Poor oral hygiene is a common 

cause of bad breath because 
when we eat, we all get plaque 
and food particles on our teeth 
and gums. If this remains there 
long enough, it will start to break 
down and cause malodor. This is 
why proper brushing and floss-
ing technique are so important; 
flossing once a day and brushing 
thoroughly and along the gum-
line will help remove this built-up 
debris. Brushing your tongue or 
using a tongue-scraper is also an 
effective way to reduce the bacte-
ria and thus the odor from one of 
the most common sources of bad 
breath, the back of your tongue!

Seeing your dentist regularly 
is also an important way to help 

treat or prevent bad breath. Dental disease, 
including decay and gum disease, causes signifi-
cant odor. With gum disease, the gums pull away 
from the teeth, and these deep pockets harbor 
odor-causing bacteria. Your dentist may also 
recommend replacing failing tooth restorations, 
which may contribute to bad breath. 

Some of the more serious conditions that can 
result in bad breath include diabetes, which can 
lead to a fruity smell; liver disease, which can 
cause a musty smell; kidney disease, which can 
create a fishy smell; or an intestinal blockage, 
which can cause the smell of feces. 

If you have concerns with bad breath, it is 
important to discuss it with a nutritionist, your 
dentist, and/or medical doctor. 

28577 Buffalo Park Rd • Suite 260 
Evergreen, CO 80439  

(303) 674-7741 • buffaloparkdentistry.com

“Halitosis may 
be a sign of more 

serious underlying 
medical or dental 

conditions.”

The Sasquatch Chronicles
BY JIM MYERS

Just for kicks, here are the five 
most common questions that 
we’re asked at the Sasquatch 
Outpost:

1. If Sasquatch is real, why 
hasn’t anyone found a body or 
bones? This question presup-
poses that no one has, in fact, 
found a Sasquatch body. This 
assumption may be the furthest 
thing from the truth. I try to 
avoid conspiracy theories, but 
I honestly believe that the U.S. 
Forest Service and the National 
Park Service are very aware of the 
reality of Sasquatch in our parks 
and forests. For reasons I do not 
understand, they choose to keep 
this knowledge from the general 
public. Maybe one day there will 
be a declassification of this infor-
mation, similar to what has hap-
pened recently regarding UFOs. 
On a practical note: ask any long-
time hunter how many bear or 
cougar bodies he or she has stumbled upon in 
the forest? Bears are large animals, and there are 
thousands of them in Colorado…yet we almost 
never find bear bodies. Why is that? 

2.  Is there more than one Bigfoot? Umm, 
seriously? If Sasquatch exists (they do), and if 
they’ve been spotted in every state in the U.S., 
and on every continent in the world (they have) 
…wouldn’t you have to assume that there’s a 
viable breeding population? Come on, folks, this 
is basic elementary school biology. There can’t be 
just one Bigfoot. 

3.  What got you started with your Sasquatch 
“obsession”? The first thing was the movie, 
“The Legend of Boggy Creek,” that was released 
in 1972. Not only did it scare the bejeebers (my 

word; you can’t steal it) out of me, 
but it created a life-long interest 
in Bigfoot. In the more recent 
past, two events were significant. 
One was when I met my first eye-
witness in 2012, and the second 
was when I attended the filming 
of “Finding Bigfoot” here in Bailey 
the same year. Both events were 
life-changing for me in many ways 
and started me down the path of 
becoming a Sasquatch researcher 
and investigator myself. 

4.  Sasquatch have never 
harmed humans, right? Of 
the thousands of documented 
encounters with Sasquatch in 
the last century, the vast majority 
have been very brief and generally 
peaceful. One exception would be 
the Bauman story, that President 
Teddy Roosevelt recounted in his 
book, “The Wilderness Hunter.” 
Bauman was a fur trapper in 
Idaho in the 1800s whose part-

ner was killed by a Sasquatch. Bauman left all of 
his belongings and fled for his life, and later told 
his story to the President. Teddy was convinced 
enough to include the story in his book.

5.  Have you ever seen a Sasquatch? Yes, in 
2014 while fishing early in the morning at 
Wellington Lake. It was looking down from a 
rock outcropping high above the lake. I’ve had 
other close encounters (too many to recount 
here) but that is my only visual sighting to date. 

Come by and check out the store and museum 
for yourself! 149 Main Street in Bailey. Open 
every day. You can contact us by writing to:  

info@sasquatchoutpost.com

“Of the thousands 
of documented 
encounters with 
Sasquatch…the 

vast majority have 
been very brief 
and generally 

peaceful.”

Two-Handed Fly Fishing 
BY DUANE REDFORD

“The ability to take the correct amount of line or give the correct 
amount of line with the right amount of slack is key. Give and take.”

Just like folks trying to 
become better fly tyers, 
learning to fly fish with 
both hands is the next log-
ical step in becoming more 
proficient as a fly angler or 
tyer. The ability to use both 
hands while never taking 
your eyes off of the indica-
tor, indicator fly, or dry fly 
on the surface can reap huge 
benefits the next time you’re 
on the water perfecting your 
drift.

There are many moving parts when it comes to 
perfecting a drag-free drift. Same goes for effec-
tively swinging wet flies and emergers or strip-
ping streamers. The ability to control the fly rod 
and manage the fly line well is how to make it to 
the next level of fly fishing, and involves physical 
dexterity and a solid mindset.

Many anglers I guide learn to fish without 
the use of a management loop. This loop occurs 
between the index finger on the cork handle and 
the reel. How big is this loop? It’s about the size of 
your proficiency level. In other words, this loop 
gets larger as your skills in managing it become 
better. I teach new anglers that are ready for this 
next step to begin with a loop that is eighteen 
inches on either side, or about three feet total. 
The loop, controlled by your non-dominant 
hand, is used for giving and taking line as you 
drift and mend. This is a critical skill when one 
is trying to produce drag-free drifts while stay-
ing in the seam they intend to fish. The ability to 
take the correct amount of line or give the correct 
amount of line with the right amount of slack is 
key. Give and take.

Couple line management 
with fly rod control, and 
one becomes better quickly. 
Control of fly rod by your 
dominant hand begins at 
the cork handle and contin-
ues the entire length of the 
fly rod. Where the rod tip 
goes, your line goes. Once 
the angler achieves the 
proper rod angle during the 
drift, the rod tip controls 
everything from a quick 
set motion to completely 

following the flies in the drift. If the rod is con-
trolled properly, mends become more proficient 
as the angler learns to pick up the line and place 
it properly according to the seams in the drift. 
Pick and place.

I teach intermediate anglers to square up to 
the river, lean into the fly rod, grip the rod so 
the index finger lightly wraps the cork while the 
fly line is held by it. This creates the manage-
ment loop (see picture) and puts the angler in the 
correct posture to control the rod, manage the 
line, and react quickly. This is done while never 
removing their eyes from the drift. 

The best way to become a better fly angler, you 
ask? Learn to be a two-handed angler through 
pick and place, give and take.

Fear No Water!

Duane Redford is a Colorado fly fishing guide, 
author, national speaker, and signature  

fly tyer for Montana Fly Company.  
duaneredford.com @flyfishersplaybook

Angler demonstrating proper form and technique.

—  E Q U I L A N E  L E N D I N G ,  L L C  —

Divorce Workshops — Get Informed
BY WANDA NORGE, MORTGAGE CONSULTANT

With the impacts of COVID-19 
being felt by families, it is also 
proving to be a catalyst for more 
divorce filings. 20% of couples 
married for five months or less had 
already sought out divorce pro-
ceedings earlier this year. There 
are over 2.4 million divorces per 
year, or about 4 every minute.

All relationships have some 
degree of conflict. The additional 
concerns about health, job, and 
income uncertainty, added to 
homeschooling issues and spend-
ing much more time together, 
have people re-evaluating their 
life choices. There are multi-
ple resources available that can 
set you up for a successful path 
through the divorce process. This 
path can involve using lawyers or 
using licensed divorce mediators. 
Mediators also put together the 
required documentation for the 
courts and can be a less expensive 
and faster option, especially in the more amica-
ble situations.

When a person is ready to get more infor-
mation about the divorce process or just hear 
from various professional experts who deal 
with divorce, there are anonymous workshops 
throughout the country to attend. There can be a 
small fee of $25 – $45 charged, but that all goes 
to facility costs or back to the non-profit. 

Second Saturday Divorce Workshops® are 
one option. Not just held on Saturdays, but 
also offered during the evenings, this workshop 
offers financial, emotional, and legal advice from 
qualified local professionals. Originally started 
in California, this organization has helped thou-
sands of people seeking advice on divorce. It is 

open to men and women con-
templating or going through a 
divorce. There are short pre-
sentations provided by a family 
law attorney, divorce media-
tor, Certified Divorce Financial 
Planner (CDFP), life coaches, 
a real estate divorce specialist, 
and a Certified Divorce Lending 
Professional (CDLP).

The professionals will tailor the 
presentations to address specific 
situations for those in attendance. 

From a lending perspective 
(since that is my area of exper-
tise), we discuss scenarios about 
divorce buy-outs, purchasing or 
retaining a home, or moving into 
a currently owned rental prop-
erty. We highlight underwriting 
requirements that need to be met 
for qualifying for a purchase or 
refinance buy-out with mainte-
nance (formerly alimony) and / or 
child support income. 

Later, we get involved to pre-approve you for 
your divorce, where we evaluate the proposed 
numbers that a lawyer, mediator or certified 
financial planner is putting into a separation or 
settlement statement. It is always best to have a 
CDLP review the draft documentation to make 
sure it will work for a lender from a credit, 
income, and timing perspective. 

Various options for dealing with the mari-
tal home are available, and the parties need to 
understand the implications of each option, 
along with any tax implications.

Work with a Certified Divorce Lending 
Professional (CDLP). Ask me about the work-
shops and referrals to other divorce professionals! 
No obligation! We just want you to be informed!

Wanda Norge, Mortgage Consultant (NMLS: 280102), Certified Divorce Lending Professional 
(CDLP). Equilane Lending, LLC (NMLS: 387869), 17 yrs exp, 22 yr Evergreen Resident,  

Phone: 303-419-6568, loans@wandanorge.com, www.wandanorge.com

“There are 
multiple resources 
available that can 
set you up for a 
successful path 

through the  
divorce process.”

Every month in  

stories are contributed by local residents to inspire 
healthy living, happy families, and community giving.

Our December theme  
is Holidays!

We’d love to hear what you have to say! 
Email your story to jeff@mtnconnection.com.  

[ Deadline is the 16th of Month.]

Hallet Alpen Glow by Alex Burke • www.alexburkephoto.com

—  E V E R G R E E N  A N I M A L  H O S P I T A L  —

Hello All! 
BY DR. AUSTIN TEEL

“I moved to Denver with my wife and critters to fulfill a  
life-long dream of living and working in the mountains.”

I just wanted to introduce myself to the 
Evergreen community. I am the new veter-
inarian and veterinary medical director for 

Evergreen Animal Hospital. I am so excited to be 
able to help you and your companions with all of 
your veterinary medical needs and to be a part of 
this amazing community. 

Below is a little bit about myself. 
I grew up in Dallas, Texas. I received my doc-

torate in veterinary medicine in 2019 from Texas 
A&M University. 

After graduation, I moved to Denver with my 
wife and critters to fulfill a life-long dream of 

living and working in the mountains. Over the 
last year and a half I have been working as an 
associate and emergency veterinarian at a 24 / 7 
emergency and general practice in Aurora (Seven 
Hills Veterinary Hospital). I am a member of the 
AVMA and CVMA, and I am Fear Free Certified 
for both dogs and cats. I have a special inter-
est in small animal emergency and critical care 
medicine and public health. I really enjoy the 
outdoors, hiking, off-roading, target shooting, 
watching college football and hockey (Go Stars). 

I look forward to working with and for you for 
many years to come.

Austin C. Teel, DVM, Medical Director/Veterinarian, Evergreen Animal Hospital  
32175 Castle Ct, Evergreen CO 80439 • (303) 674-4331  

Evergreen Animal Hospital is open every day, excluding major holidays, for urgent care  
and general practice needs. Hours: Monday – Friday 7 am – 7 pm, Sat – Sun 8 am – 5 pm.  

Feel free to contact us anytime at 303-674-4331 or stop in for a tour and to meet our staff.

“Now is the  
time to get set up 

for 2021.”

Beautiful, From Any Angle
There are nearly 40 pieces of art in Sculpture Evergreen. The eight-foot bronze sculpture, Peggy 

Fleming Tribute, created by Evergreen sculptor Harold Linke, is the latest addition to the per-
manent collection. The sculpture was welcomed to its new permanent home in front of the Lake 

House in an event attended by Peggy Fleming Jenkins, her husband Dr. Greg Jenkins, and several 
members of her family. Representatives from U.S. Skating and the Broadmoor Skating Club, where 
Peggy trained, were also present. 

Fleming won five consecutive U.S. Championships from 1964 – 68, and three World Championships 
from 1966 – 68. A tribute to her seems a perfect fit for Evergreen Lake, a favored destination for skat-
ers and considered one of the most beautiful outdoor skating rinks in Colorado...or anywhere!

www.linkesculpture.com  •  sculptureevergreen.org
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Put your money where your ♥ 

is...Shop Local!

Shop Where You Live!

Shop Local!
285 Pizza Pies 
303-838-5354

All-Phase  
Plumbing & Heating 

303-838-7204

Alternative Gift Fair 
GiftTwice.org

Amy’s Mountain  
Dog Training 
720-692-8887

Aspen Park Vet 
855-377-2638

Big O Tires 
Evergreen 

303-526-1100

The Bistro 
303-674-7670

Bonnie Smith 
303-816-2013

Bootstraps 
303-670-3632

Buffalo Park Dentistry 
303-674-7741

Cactus Jack’s 
303-674-1564

Castles & Kitchens 
castlesandkitchens.com

Colorado Furniture 
303-838-4669

Creative Interiors  
Design 

303-758-5800

Equilane Lending 
303-419-6568

Evergreen  
Animal Hospital 

303-674-4331

Evergreen Crafters 
303-674-3153

Evergreen  
Health Insurance 

303-674-1945

Evergreen  
Memorial Park 
303-674-7750

Fly Fishing Guide 
duaneredford.com

Grant Automotive 
303-697-0225

IREA 
www.IREA.coop

Meadow Creek 
Design Studio 
303-953-1681

Mount Evans Home  
Health Care & Hospice 

303-674-6400

Mountain Parks 
Veterinary Hospital 

303-674-3156

On the Move Fitness 
303-816-1426

River Canyon Gallery 
303-838-2950

Rocky Mountain  
Music Exchange 

303-670-1500

Rolling Ridge  
Deck & Home 
303-670-4919

Sasquatch Outpost 
sasquatchoutpost.com

Sunrise Solutions 
303-816-6337

Village Gourmet 
303-670-0717

Zandee Gallery 
720-470-1610
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Help the community get through this difficult time by 
keeping MOUNTAIN MONEY in the MOUNTAINS! 

Shop local for ALL your needs to help our businesses STAY in business!

Restaurants are adapting to the new requirements and many are offering takeout and delivery, in addition to new dine-in seating per county and state guidelines and 
restrictions. Enjoy delicious food in the comfort of your on home or at the restaurant. Information may change  — please contact the establishment for specifics on takeout 
and delivery services along with in person dining hours of operation.

EvergreenChamber.org  •  GoConifer.com  •  PlatteCanyonChamber.org

Support our local businesses...Shop and Dine Local!

WHAT SHOULD YOU FEED YOUR PET?
BY DR. DAVID DIMEO

This is a controversial topic, as 
there is much disagreement as to 
what is the best food to give your 
beloved family member. 

It is estimated that there are more than 35,000 
UPC codes for dog food and 26,000 UPC codes 
for cat food. There is much to choose from, 

and most of these foods are good foods. What not 
to feed is a much shorter list. We all cherish our 
pets and consider them to be important members 
of the family. As much as we love them, we must 
remember that dogs and cats are very different 
species from each other and from humans, and 
they have very different nutritional needs. 

There are three broad categories of food that 
should be avoided. The first is generic foods. 
Feed your pet only quality, name-brand foods. 
Generic food can be hard to identify and often 
has the name of the store or a name that seems 
reputable. If it is a name you don’t recognize, 
then look elsewhere. 

The second category is raw, frozen, or freeze-
dried food. There have been many recalls of 
these foods due to bacterial contamination with 
Salmonella, E. coli or Listeria. This also becomes 
a hazard for the humans who handle the con-
taminated food. A common misconception is 
that these diets are “natural.” On the contrary, 
they are in fact processed and are not nutri-
tious. Modern dogs have evolved to require plant 

material in their diets. Even wild canids eat their 
entire prey, including the entrails, not just the 
muscle. Their prey eats grasses and grains, so the 
wild predators do get plant material. 

The third category is grain-free diets. These 
diets have been implicated in a specific type of 
heart disease in dogs known as dilated cardio-
myopathy, or DCM. It is not known what about 
these diets causes DCM, and it certainly does not 
affect all dogs receiving this type of food. The 
problem is being researched, but conclusions 
have not been published. There is no scientific 
evidence that grain is a problem for most pets. 
Also avoid fad or boutique diets.

Quality dry adult dog foods usually contain 
about 22% protein and cat food about 30%. Dog 
food is deficient for cats, and cat food is too rich 
for dogs, so give a food that is appropriate for the 
species. Ingredients on pet food labels are always 
listed in descending order. When choosing a 
food, look for a meat product in the first three 
ingredients. The meat product is the high-qual-
ity protein source. The total percent of protein 
can be deceiving. The percent of protein may be 
high, but if it is plant derived, such as soybean, 
then it is lower quality. 

With the holidays around the corner, remem-
ber never to give pets poultry bones or any food 
off the table. Poultry bones can splinter and are 
like shards of glass passing through your pet. 
Other foods are less harmful but can lead to vom-
iting, diarrhea, and other gastrointestinal upsets. 

Please contact us at (303) 674-3156  
or visit www.mountainparksvet.com for  
more information about nutrition or any  

other health care needs for your pet.

We will be following CDC-recommended 
protocols for curbside service. When 
you arrive at the hospital, please remain 
in your vehicle and call our main phone 
number, 303-674-3156. A hospital 
employee will come outside, take a brief 
history and bring your pet inside. The 
doctor and technician will communicate 
with you via text message, telephone 
or come outside while practicing 
recommended social distancing.

Veterinary Hospital  •  303-674-3156
Mon and Fri: 8am – 5pm
Tues, Wed, Thurs: 8am – 6pm
Sat: 8am – 1pm
Sun: Closed

Adventure Camp & Pet Lodge 
303-670-7118 

Mon – Fri: 7am – 12pm & 2pm – 6:30pm
Sat & Sun: 7am – 12pm & 2pm – 6pm

mountainparksvet.com  •  303-674-3156  •  5920 Highway 73 Evergreen
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Mitigate the Damage
BY KAARSTEN TURNER DALBY

“We watch and we feel for those on the lines.”
An autumn day — I was twelve or thir-

teen — my cousins along with my 
aunt and uncle were coming over for 

Thanksgiving dinner. My mom cooked her 
mother’s oyster stuffing, because it was tradition. 
No one ever ate it. We’d all pass the dish around 
the table and take a small spoonful which no one 
ever swallowed. My aunt brought chocolate pie. 
My sister and I always made pumpkin pie and 
mashed potatoes. There was a bit of social ten-
sion during those meals. We were different fami-
lies with our own ways. Once a year, though, our 
small family joined around the table and counted 
our blessings. 

I have my own family now, and my own ways. 
As I reflect on autumn one year ago, my house 
was full of my beloved, and the pain from the 
divorce was less. I was moving forward celebrat-
ing the season of transition and looking forward 
to a future filled with light. As the moon rose, we 
read Edgar Allen Poe after dinner and watched 
horror movies on Netflix. We reflected on the 
year with gratitude and Thanksgiving. The real 
kind. The kind of “Thanks” you drop to your 
knees and feel the Divine right there with you 
kind. My hope had its own wings. 

This fall is different. As I type, the tempera-
tures have dropped and the aspen leaves are 
almost gone. The Front Range is also on fire. 
Again. Folks have evacuated and are on standby 
to evacuate. The smoke is thick. No rain, daily 
red flag warnings, the containment number 
creeps, and fire continues to eat up forest. We 
watch, and we feel for those on the lines. Last 
week during one of my online learning work-
shops, a grown man named Aldo broke down in 
tears and looked away from his camera because 
the fire was close to him. 

A fire, it turns out, can be a metaphor for 
almost everything. 

An election, say. 
Or a country teetering on the brink of terminal 

polarity.

My own heart. Unlike the man on my phone 
call, the external fire is not close to me. My own 
heart though. It beats, and the pace mirrors the 
fire dynamics. I work to regulate and contain the 
metaphoric flames and mitigate the damage. 

The man I thought was going to be my second 
husband was his own brand of fire, gentle for 
years of my life and then, without much warn-
ing, burning and breaking things on his way 
out — my hope, my heart, my trust. Turns out he 
lied a lot and then he went away. He left behind a 
landscape charred and blackened. There is some 
work to be done. Burn. Germinate. Regenerate. 
Regrow. 

Fire can make it hard to live here. These 
mountains are made to burn.

The Camp Fire in November 2018 in the 
Sierra Nevada foothills of northern California 
was one of the deadliest and most destructive 
wildfires in U.S. history. Driven by dry north-
easterly winds, the fire swept from the Plumas 
National Forest in the North Fork Feather River 
drainage down through large areas of homes in 
the wildland–urban interface (WUI). Within 
hours, the fast-moving fire destroyed thousands 
of homes in Butte County. Unable to evacuate on 
such short notice, many people were trapped in 
their cars or homes, and 85 residents lost their 
lives — the most fatalities in an American wildfire 
in 100 years (since the Cloquet Fire in Minnesota 
in 1918). 

The authorities unpack the source. What was 

the root cause? How can we prevent this kind of 
catastrophic loss again?

The initial fire start came from a downed 
powerline on the Plumas National Forest in the 
North Fork Feather River Canyon near Interstate 
Highway 70. A utility company employee 
checking a transmission outage before dawn on 
November 8 called to report the fire at about 6:30 
a.m. The powerline ignition occurred west of the 
river just upslope from Poe Dam, a hydroelectric 
facility along the highway east of the river. The 
only access to the fire was by way of unpaved 
Camp Creek Road, which parallels the highway 
across the river on steep slopes upstream from 
the community of Pulga. The Camp Fire took its 
name from Camp Creek Road. The area where 
the fire started west of the river was mostly pri-
vate land, and it was all under protection by 
the California Department of Forestry and Fire 
Protection. Fifteen minutes after the fire was 
called in, an engine captain from Cal Fire arrived.

And yet, devastation. 
There is some work to be done — burn, germi-

nate, regenerate, regrow. 
A fire, it turns out, can be a metaphor for 

everything. 
In Mary Oliver’s remarkable poem, “No, 

I’d Never Been to This Country,” she says this:  
No, I’d never been to the this country  before. No, I 
didn’t know where the roads would lead me. No, I 
didn’t intend to turn back. 

The mountain to the south of me was charred 
by the North Fork Fire. Lightning. The earth was 
blackened and a life was lost. Since then, I have 
watched fireweed, pencil-thin aspens, and most 
recently, tiny blue spruce push up through the 
blackened earth. I have watched the animals 
repopulate: woodpecker first, then marmot, and 
mule deer. This fall, those skeletal black forms 
still standing like totems, the autumnal sunrise 
colors of the young aspen trees beneath. Backlit 
by a setting sun and quaking, believe me when I 
say, it’ll take your breath away. 

“ There is some work to be done —  
burn, germinate, regenerate, regrow.”
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MEET COVER ARTIST JUDITH DICKINSON
BY PENNY RANDELL

Artist extraordinaire, Judith Dickinson paints her way into the hearts  
of others with ease and the stroke of an oil-soaked brush. 

Fascinated by the challenge of drawing 
whatever she saw, she began her painting 
career when she was very young. Although 

she never had formal college training in art, she 
has had multiple professional painters mentor 
her along the way. When she was only eight years 
old, she was noticed by a painter who recognized 
her talent and began to teach her professionally. 
She sold her first painting when she was a teen-
ager. More recently, artists such as Craig Tennant, 
Anthony Ryder, and Michael Shane Neal, to 
name only a few, have coached this talented lady 
and helped to further her career. 

Originally from New Jersey, Judith attended 
college for education, thinking that was the 
more practical road to travel. Then, as today, she 
painted at every opportunity she could find. She 
considers her passion and talent to be a spiritual 
experience and is thankful to God for her incredi-
ble eye. This is how she has been educated by and 
taken under the wing of notable artists through-
out the years. In addition, she was profoundly 
influenced by her great-grandfather, a successful 
portrait painter in England in the 1880s.

Judith imparts that it is the portrayal of light, 
as captured in her work, that is one of her 
main goals. She believes it is her responsibility 
to “talk” about the world in which she lives. 
Deeply invested in revealing the character she 

is painting, their story, and the beauty she rep-
licates, she saturates her mind with emotion, 
which completes the piece. Now living in the 
West, she makes every effort to tell tales of the 
land and even those of Native Americans. She 
and her husband often travel to Africa where she 
enjoys the opportunity to embrace the courage 
and beauty of those people, as well. She says, “I 
make every effort to go beyond likeness in my 
portraitures to reveal the heart and personality 
of my subjects.”

This brilliant artist stays quite busy in all her 
endeavors. Since 2015 she has regularly partic-
ipated in Scottsdale, Arizona’s Celebration of 
Fine Art. The festival occurs every winter from 
January through March, held in a huge tent that 
even includes a restaurant. When at home, Judith 
paints at her studio in downtown Brighton. 
Ironically, the building was once the jail, and her 
studio fits nicely in two of the jail cells. “It’s fun 
to be there, and people are always amazed when 
I tell them where I work.” Too, at her studio she 
works with twenty other artists, five of whom are 
nationally known.

Judith has an impressive list of selected com-
missions, which include Bill Ritter, former 
Colorado Governor. The portrait is permanently 
on display in the Capitol Building. She also 
painted a portrait of Judge Judy’s husband and 

one of a federal judge. Her list of portraits is end-
less. Judith says when she wakes in the morning 
she is anxious to get to her studio. This devoted 
woman works six days a week, eight hours a day.

Amazingly enough, this is only about half of 
the story. Judith and husband Gary have two 
Christian ministries in Africa. Although Gary 
hails from Florida, he eventually moved to 
Pennsylvania in 1971 to attend Cairn University. 
Already acquainted with her parents, he finally 
met Judith and they married. Gary worked as a 
college administrator while living in New Jersey. 
During this time, Gary became steadfast friends 
with a man named Patrick, a native of Uganda. 
Gary says, “We became closer than brothers 
and are till this day.” Patrick served as a bridge 
to Africa for the couple, where they eventually 
began to work.

It was 1996 when Judith and Gary moved to 
Colorado. They became involved with Belleview 
Christian School in Westminster, where Gary 
worked as an administrator, teacher, and pastor. 
Judith continued to paint, even though she was 
also involved in administration at the school. 
Heavily influenced by his friend Patrick, plus 
other Ugandans Gary met at the university, the 
couple made the decision to become involved in 
Africa full time in 2007. At the same time Judith 
committed to painting full time. This became 
their way of life that they honor until this day.

That same year, Olive Branch Ministries 
became reality. The first mission, located in 
Zziba, Uganda, is a school for children from age 

6 through university level. The purpose of the 
school is to offer resources, opportunity, and 
love. Opportunity comes in the way of entrepre-
neurial prospects and securing school fees. One 
such example is a young man who grew up in 
the OBM program. After graduation, he received 
a grant and began a business of raising chickens. 
Sponsors to help with school fees are found by 
word of mouth and through Judith’s art.

Olive Branch eventually expanded into 
Rwanda and started working with two Pygmy 
tribes. These people are the poorest of the poor. 
When the couple found these tribes, the people 
were drinking dirty water, and none of the chil-
dren were attending school. They changed all 
that. After gaining a Rwandan grant for the proj-
ect, the people received clean water, and the vil-
lage children were awarded two uniforms each, a 
backpack, shoes, and a daily lunch. Gary goes to 
Uganda and Rwanda three times a year to check 
on these missions, and Judith has visited three 
times since the beginning of the projects.

Both Judith and Gary are in love with their 
lives, for they are both serenely and cheerfully 
accomplished in their undertakings. In addition 
to their four children and ten grandchildren, the 
couple remains in full support of one another in 
everything they take on. When in their company, 
it becomes obvious why they are so successful. 
These are blessed people who have captured 
their dreams. Talent and perseverance run deep. 
There’s no telling what their future holds, but it’s 
bound to be beautiful.

“I make every effort to go beyond 
likeness in my portraitures to 
reveal the heart and personality 
of my subjects.”
— Judith Dickinson

Poet ’ s corner

Golden 
Moments 

BY MARK KILBURN

An evening grosbeak  
fed this morning 

from my frozen feeder 
highlighted by early rays 

of the golden hour...

We locked eyes; 
mesmerized, 

until the warmth of reality 
chased us to our workdays

A morning dove 
cooed this evening, 
calling her mate 

two sunset silhouettes together 
in rare rosé minutes 
of the golden hour...

Mark D. Kilburn is excited to write and 
share his poetry once again. He had a 

book published in 2012 about the Lakota 
Sioux and has had many poems published 

in Colorado magazines. He has been 
writing poetry since the 1980s.

Rainy Day Weather  
SONG BY JEFF SMITH

Rainy day weather 
Getting together 

Sitting by the fireside 
We looked into each other’s eyes 

And suddenly we realize 
There’s something there that wasn’t there before

I better get going 
Our feelings are showing 

Afraid of things that we might say 
We shouldn’t be alone this way 

Especially on a rainy day 
I say goodbye as I run out the door

Now I’m back home again 
Now I’m alone again 
My music passes time away 
But still I can’t forget that rainy day

The feelings still growing 
I’d no way of knowing 

We’d be together here today 
You’d look at me and then you’d say 

I love you, I want you to stay 
You’re the one that I’ve been looking for

Your Mountain Connection recognizes the talent and creativity of our mountain neighbors. Each month 
we invite local artists, photographers, poets, and writers to submit their work for consideration in Your 

Mountain Connection. We will choose submissions that best fit our monthly theme to be featured on our 
cover with a small recognition article inside the paper. We also might include a small feature article inside the 
paper, space providing. We look forward to each and every submission...thank you! 

What makes

DIFFERENT?
$118,000 Donated  
to Local Nonprofits

Each month, Your Mountain 
Connection donates to a local 

nonprofit. It is our way of 
helping to build community. 

It also is our pleasure! We 
invite all caring businesses to 
advertise in our publication. 

Celebrate making a difference! 
It could be contagious!

CALL  
303-674-3701  
TO ADVERTISE
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Balance
Essential at Any Stage of Life!

BECKY CASSEL, NASM-CPT

When thinking about the ele-
ments of optimal physical perfor-
mance, balance is likely not the 
first thing that comes to mind. We 
may think of strength, endurance, 
and even flexibility; yet see bal-
ance as nothing more than stand-
ing still on one leg. However, bal-
ance is essential not only for our 
athletic pursuits but also for our 
everyday lives. Yes, we need bal-
ance to carve turns when skiing, 
to navigate uneven terrain when 
hiking, biking, or running, and 
to hold yoga poses. But we also 
need balance when reaching for 
something on a high shelf, going 
up and down stairs, bending over 
to tie our shoes, playing with our 
kids / grandkids, or taking the dog 
for a walk.

Simply put, balance is what 
prevents us from falling, no 
matter what we are doing. 
And it is a whole-body activity. 
Receptors in your muscles, joints, eyes and 
even your skin can sense your body’s position 
relative to your environment. Signals are sent 
to your central nervous system and brain to 
be interpreted. Then a response is sent out to 
the appropriate muscles to keep you upright. 
Most commonly, those muscles are in your core 
(abdominals and back), glutes, and legs. But 
let’s not forget our arms that we stretch out (OK, 
flail) in the most dire of lost-balance situations!

Balance, like most things related to the body, 
is a use-it-or-lose-it skill. The good news is that 

you can regain and improve your 
balance skills, thereby reducing 
your risk of falling, no matter 
your activity level. This can be 
achieved through balance train-
ing incorporated into your reg-
ular exercise program or done 
right at home. The key is train-
ing at the level that is right for 
you. Begin with stabilization 
exercises, like balancing on one 
foot for a few seconds, then shift-
ing to balance on the other foot, 
holding on to a chair or a wall for 
support if needed. Incorporating 
balance into a strength training 
workout could include single-leg 
squats. And to throw your power 
workout a curveball, add in 
some single-leg hops in different 
directions!

It is important to note that 
not all balance is created equal, 
meaning you might have stron-
ger balance skills on one leg 

versus the other, for example. This could be 
due to a variety of issues, including injuries, 
structural imbalances, or taking certain medi-
cations. If this is the case, please consult with 
a medical professional before engaging in bal-
ance training. This article is not intended to 
diagnose, treat or cure any medical condition. 
If you would like to improve your balance and 
your physical fitness, feel free to contact us for 
more information about a customized training 
program. We can be reached at 303-816-1426 
or www.onthemovefitness.com.

Becky Cassel is a NASM certified personal trainer at On The Move Fitness  
Personal Training Studio in Conifer. For more information about how we can help you get  
in shape for winter fun, please visit www.onthemovefitness.com or call us at 303-816-1426.

“You can regain 
and improve your 

balance skills, 
thereby reducing 

your risk of falling, 
no matter your 
activity level.”

A Skeptic’s View
BY GARY LOFFLER

“Any sufficiently advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic.” — Arthur C. Clarke

It takes a while before a new invention becomes 
a popular, useful tool. Typically the new idea 
is beyond the scope of the current technology. 

A classic example is flying. People have always 
wanted to fly. Our earliest stories have heroes, 
villains, and assorted monsters gifted with flight. 
These writings give us great entertainment and 
also provide some cautionary tales, such as when 
Icarus flew too close to the sun. As much as fans 
of these stories would like, sticking some feathers 
into a wax mold and flapping your arms is not 
going to allow you to soar with the eagles. The 
concept of using constructed wings to fly was 
sound, but the technology was just not there, 
and it would take a couple thousands of years 
before it caught up.

The root of cell phones can be traced back to 
the early 1900s. As soon as radio became practi-
cal, people started to envision a portable device 
for communication. In1926 telephone service on 
the train route between Berlin and Hamburg was 
a perk for first-class passengers. Two-way radios 
and “walkie-talkies” were used during World 
War II, and in the 1950s some cars had limited 
phone-radio capabilities. Taxi companies and 
police were also equipped with two-way radios, 
but these only allowed communication between 
a base location and a limited number of users. 
Small incremental advances in radio wave trans-
mission eventually led to the invention of cellular 
technology, the ability to reuse frequencies and 
allow multiple low-powered devices over a larger 
area. The invention of semiconductors made 
it possible for the phones to become smaller 
and lighter (some of the early wireless phones 
weighed more than 2 pounds, and the batteries 
only lasted half an hour).

As with any new technology, there were a lot 
of false starts and conflicting systems. Things 
started to settle down by 1983, when the 
DynaTAC 8000X mobile phone launched on 
the first US 1G network created by Ameritech. It 

was barely usable, but the demand for the phone 
easily outstripped supply. Ten years later the 
first smart phone was introduced by IBM. The 
Simon included a calendar, address book, clock, 
calculator, notepad, email, and a touchscreen 
with a QWERTY keyboard. By the year 2000 cell 
phones were starting to become almost a neces-
sity. The Federal Communication Commission 
struggled to keep up with the rapidly changing 
field. Phone services such as collect calls, long 
distance calls, and land lines were fading into 

obsolescence. Smart phones have even dramat-
ically changed the way people watch television. 
Most homes still have cable TV, but the numbers 
are falling, and all of the major networks have 
some offering available through the internet and 
viewable on cell phones.

It is not easy to turn a new idea into a workable 
device. It takes time, the dedication of countless 
brilliant scientists and engineers, and enormous 
amounts of money to move from an established 
technology to a newer one. Even when there are 

obvious benefits to creating better ways to pro-
duce electrical power or food or medical care, 
there are those who will say the job is too hard, 
too expensive or just plain impossible. That they 
will use the internet and smart phones to make 
these declarations is especially galling. To use 
a platform that did not exist forty years ago to 
denounce technological change should strike 
most people as amusing.

It is frightening to look into the face of change. 
Jobs are lost when the mechanics they are based 
on become obsolete. However, new jobs are cre-
ated to deal with the new technologies. In 2017 
there were 260,000 people working in the solar 
energy field with approximately 1,000 new jobs 
created every week. Wind generated energy has 
been growing at a rate of 15% per year over the 
last ten years with annual investments of over 
10 billion dollars. Companies like Tesla are 
producing electric cars, and the batteries that 
power those cars are also being used by alterna-
tive energy companies to store power for when 
it is needed.

When Daedalus created wings of wax and 
feathers so that he and Icarus could escape from 
imprisonment in Crete, he not only warned his 
son not to fly too close to the sun but also to stay 
above the sea lest the feathers get waterlogged 
and fail. Presumably Daedalus had made both 
mistakes during the product development stage, 
so those cautions were included in the manual. 
It is easy to point out the flaws in new technol-
ogy, and it is common for some people to insist 
these flaws doom the technology to failure. In 
some cases this may be true, but in the field of 
renewable energy it is looking like we are past 
the worst of the mechanical hurdles. Remember, 
sixty years ago cable TV, the internet, and per-
sonal communications devices did not exist in 
a functional way; now they are combined into 
a single package that you carry around in your 
pocket.

“It is frightening to look into the face of change. Jobs are lost when 
the mechanics they are based on becomes obsolete. However new  

jobs are created to deal with the new technologies.”
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Colorado Legends

LINCOLNS’ LOVE:  
ALWAYS REMEMBER TO SAY ‘I LOVE YOU’  

REPRINT COURTESY MARGO HAMILTON (FEBRUARY 2008)

“What kept our marriage intact…is that we liked each other as well as loved each other,  
and we have never lost mutual respect for one another. When we disagree, we agree to disagree.” — Beth Lincoln

In 1917, a Denver judge purchased an obscure 
parcel of prime ranchland on Upper Bear 
Creek Road and built a beautiful log cabin 

intended as a gift for his newlywed daughter and 
her husband.

While the couple honeymooned, the family 
decorated the cabin rafters with an adornment 
of elaborate garland, handmade from pinecones 
that draped gracefully from the beams and 
touched the walls throughout the cozy living 
room. Sadly, the handsome groom and beautiful 
bride never lived a day in the cabin due to the 
bride’s tragic death. The family was so distraught 
in their grief that their only desire was to sell the 
quaint cabin.

Harry and Frederica Bellamy, owners of 
Denver’s well-known stationery and printing 
company, Kendrick and Bellamy, purchased the 
esteemed property in 1919. Frederica was well-
known for her beautiful operatic voice and love 
of horses. The Bellamys’ daughter, also named 
Frederica, affectionately nicknamed Freddie, 
inherited her mother’s love of horse. The pristine 
pastures with charming cabin became the serene 
setting for Freddie and her mother to ride.

Freddie fell in love with George “Abe” 
Lincoln, then an army lieutenant. Her father 
was quite upset about his debutante daughter’s 
selection of a lowly Michigan farm boy whom 
he deemed destined for a dead-end career. 
His worries were unfounded, as Abe was pro-
moted to brigadier general in nine years and 
then became the professor of the social science 
department at West Point, a nationally respected 
author and educator. His wise counsel assisted 
several presidents and secretaries of defense. In 
1968, he became the director of the Office of 
Emergency Preparedness for the Nixon admin-
istration. Upon his retirement, he and Freddie 
lived full-time on the treasured Upper Bear 
Creek property.

While stationed at the United States Military 
Academy in West Point, life was good for the 
Lincolns’ only son, Dan, but not in respect to 
teen dating. As he explained, “Most girls 15 and 
older were allowed to date cadets. Cadets were 
considered ‘safe’ because they weren’t allowed to 
drive, or drink and had an early curfew. I lost 
many girlfriends to those classy uniforms and the 
well-organized cadet social events. Then, after I 
went off to college, I realized I could drive, stay 
out late and although I’m not much of a drinker, 
I could go to bars. Things got better after that.”

Meanwhile, a stunning teenager, Beth Dale, 
lived across the river from West Point on a farm 
in Cold Springs, N.Y.

She and her sister deemed the prestigious West 
Point “the greatest shopping center in the world,” 
due to the massive selection of eligible cadets. 
Forming an allegiance with a young cadet, Jim 
“Mac” McCormick, the two established MacBeth 
Unlimited. Beth clarified, “Mac would gather 
the cadets and I’d bring my girlfriends over for 
dates.”

One fateful Christmas break, Mac was spend-
ing his vacation at the Lincolns’ studying for 
exams. He invited Beth out, but had to find a 
date for her friend, so he tapped Dan, who was 
then home from C.U. They slipped away to 
Galu’s Bar and Grill, a somewhat seedy establish-
ment near West Point. During the course of the 
evening, Dan asked Beth to dance, which fated 
their future, as for Beth it was love at first dance. 
Dan revealed, “I have very rarely asked anyone 
else to dance with me but Beth since that night 
or during our 48 years of marriage. Look at the 
trouble it got me into.”

It wasn’t chance that Dan’s sister and Beth’s 
sister attended the same boarding school, and 
Dan pleaded with his sister, Joyce, to ask Beth’s 
sister for her address. Not knowing if this would 
be well received by Beth, her sister asked if this 

is something she should do, and Beth replied, 
“Give the address to him immediately!” Trying to 
be clever, Dan sent Beth an unsigned valentine 
with a Tucson, Ariz., postmark, but Beth knew 
instantly who it was from. This initiated a flurry 
of silly cards exchanged between the two. Love 
was pledged between the two by the following 
Christmas, and Dan told Beth it was time to 
“pass the Colorado test,” meaning Beth would 
spend time with Dan’s family at their Evergreen 
summer home.

“Dan’s mother sent my mother a proper invi-
tation, which put my grandmother’s worries at 
ease,” laughed Beth, and she set off on a two-day 
train trip with expectation and perhaps a bit of 
trepidation what might lie ahead. The New York 
farm girl’s fears were put to rest when she passed 
over the obscure bridge leading to the Lincoln 
summer home. “Driving along Upper Bear Creek 
Road we passed what seemed to be one massive 
mansion after another, and I was relieved to cross 
the bridge and drive up a dirt ranch road that led 
to a charming cabin.”

Dan’s dad was quite impressed with Beth as 
she showed mastery of a large chain saw, and of 
course she was thrilled when Dan packed a lunch 
and took her out for a picnic on horseback. The 
two challenged each other to a race alongside 
what is now Stagecoach Boulevard, then a dirt 
road. Dan’s steed was ahead, and he turned to 
see a cloud of dust following him. Out of the 
dusty haze came Beth’s horse, riderless. Dan’s 
first thought was, “I won,” but fear gripped his 
heart as he wheeled around to find the love of his 
life down on the ground, bleeding and bruised.

“I was taught no matter what, when you fall 
off a horse you get right back on,” claimed Beth. 
Dan offered to take her to help. “Perhaps I felt 
the need to impress Dan, as I wanted to make the 
ride home, and I was relieved my horse wanted 
to calmly walk up their dirt drive toward home.”

During Dan’s senior year in college, and Beth’s 
second year, the two convinced their parents 
they should wed, and Beth Dale became Dan 
Lincoln’s permanent dancing, riding and life 
partner on Jan. 29, 1964. In June, Dan was com-
missioned as a second lieutenant and ordered to 
Fort Knox, then to Fort Benning for training, and 
Beth followed along. By the end of the year, now 
joined by 3-month-old daughter, Lizz, they were 
on their way to Germany on a WWII Victory 
ship. Son Curtis was born in 1966 in Frankfort, 
Germany, and for the next 18 years, Dan and 
Beth served the military together in Egypt, the 
Philippines and Germany. As an officer’s wife, 
Beth played hostess in amazing settings both 
nationally and internationally.

The Lincolns are self-professed soul mates, and 
although their views and opinions differ on many 
topics, they stood united as parents. “Raising 
kids is an adventure unto itself,” Dan said, and 
Beth chimed in, “What kept our marriage intact 
throughout Dan’s military career, raising kids and 
traveling is that we liked each other as well as 
loved each other, and we have never lost mutual 
respect for one another. When we disagree, we 
agree to disagree.”

Recently on a date night, a young man asked 
the Lincolns if he could sit with them and pose 
a question. He stated, “I’m to be married in 
15 hours. What advice can you give me?” Dan 
replied, “Always be the first to break the silence,” 
and he shared this marital philosophy: “Marriage 
is like a deep ocean. There can be lots of turbu-
lence on the surface, but there’s a lot of depth 
beneath the surface. In 48 years, Beth and I have 
created a tremendous amount of depth in our 
marriage.”

The Lincolns’ passion for horses, the Evergreen 
community and their family keep them united 
and engaged in a very full life, but it’s their 
deep love and devotion for one another that 
makes you believe one completes the other. Dan 
proudly proclaimed, “Throughout our marriage, 
Beth has faithfully cooked dinner for us, and 
by that I mean she creates a meal. She’s become 
very involved in St. Laurence Episcopal Church 
in the past several years, which has become a 
touchstone for me. I have never been very reli-
gious; however, I’ve started going to church with 
her and we joined a church book group. While 
Beth cooks our dinner, I read the assignment to 
her. We spend an embarrassing amount of time 
watching bad TV, but that’s also our time to 
cuddle, and that’s important.”

Beth presented Dan with a trip to Nepal for 
his 50th birthday, and he later went on a ski trip 
to Mount Denali without her and came to the 
conclusion that “It’s hard to take off and have a 
fantastic vacation by yourself if you have a soul 
mate. It’s no fun sharing an experience you had 
without them.”

Beth recently braved a five-day high elevation 
ride on the Colorado Trail, a ride she did for Dan, 
as her fear of heights had to be overcome daily. 
She went on the ride knowing that “Dan would 
pick me up off the bottom of the trail should I 
fall.”

A life in the military is not without rules and 
regulations, and the Lincolns have had one life-
long rule between them; “Always remember to 
say, ‘I love you,’ even if you’re leaving the house 
for a short errand, and never walk away with-
out a kiss.” On secluded property on Upper 
Bear Creek Drive, Dan and Beth Lincoln live in 
a quaint cabin, and the Lincoln legacy of love 
lives on.

Reprinted with the permission  
of Margo Hamilton.
You can read past Colorado Connections 
and Connections to the Past articles from 
Your Mountain Connection by going to 
yourmtnconnection.com to download. 

Beth and Dan Lincoln, still horse loves, still in love

“Can we communicate heart to heart?  
And if we do may we understand each other better?”

After landing in Burbank, CA, we shut 
down the engines on our Boeing 737. 
We continued with checklists when an 

employee on the ground got my attention. He 
pointed his index finger into the air and spun it 
in a circle. Since this is a signal used to start an 
engine I was confused. The timing was way off. I 
looked down at the stack of engine instruments 
and everything looked normal; the engines were 
both winding down. Unsure, I acknowledged his 
signal. Moments later this guy was standing right 
behind me on the flight deck. He startled me as 
he angrily said, “Just because I am on the ground 
doesn’t mean I don’t know when an engine is 
running and when it is shut down. Your engine 
was still running!” I tried to understand his anger 
and explained that everything looked normal 
from here. Unhappy with my response, he told 
me that it eventually did shut down and then 
stomped away. This exchange shook me. I had 
no intention of making my fellow employee feel 
“less than,” but my actions did just that. Sadly we 
each created something we did not want.

As time passes our communication isn’t get-
ting better. So much is written in text and email 
and is easily misinterpreted. Misunderstandings 
have become of way of life. At lunch one day 
with a political colleague I asked a question. I 
didn’t understand a community issue and a com-
ment she had made about it. Her response was, 
“I think you know exactly what I mean.” I was 
taken aback. We worked “together” on a board 
that governed our small town. When I asked for 
clarification her answer was the same, “You know 
what I mean.” I left the lunch meeting without 
understanding the issue or her comment about 
me but with insight into her thought process. 
She was sure I was not only “against” her but that 
I also had my own agenda and desired outcome. 
I was surprised that she “knew” I was manipulat-
ing the situation. Even sitting in a conversation 
with her I couldn’t explain my position and allay 
her suspicions. 

One of my teachers said something yesterday 
that sticks with me, “We are truly creating our 
own experiences, always assigning meanings to 

things. We are making it all up.” Is this what mis-
understandings are made of? Are they all about 
assigning meaning to words or actions that are 
completely different than what is intended? I 
wonder what it would be like if we were pres-
ent to ask questions with the goal of truly 
understanding. What if we listen with an open 
heart and without assigning meaning or making 
judgments? I wonder if two people can ask and 
answer questions with vulnerability, availability 
and presence and without guarded defensive-
ness and suspicion. Can we communicate heart 
to heart? And if we do may we understand each 
other better?

In an effort to understand effective communi-
cation I came across the term “bridging.” In the 
context of today’s increasingly polarized world, 
Maryam Ajayi says this about bridging, “We want 
to engage with other groups and we are willing 
to hear their stories and their suffering,” she says. 
“Their humanity is not called into question, even 
if we come from different backgrounds and don’t 
always see eye-to-eye. We can all still be part of a 

shared fabric.” Shifting the focus from exclusion 
to inclusion may help us understand each other. 
Or, if we cannot understand, at least we won’t 
“make up” the us against them. Wouldn’t it be 
amazing if instead of always being on competing 
teams we could bridge the gaps between us? 

After some time to pause, I went down to 
the ramp and looked for the guy to apologize 
for our misunderstanding. I didn’t find him. 
As we pushed the airplane back from the gate 
and started the engines to leave, I attempted to 
bridge the gap and explained that I was sorry 
and I appreciated everything they do to get us 
into the air every day. I couldn’t change what had 
happened, but I could meet these folks with an 
open heart and presence and hoped they could 
hear me and my true intentions. Together, the 
team we created and each of us knowing we are 
a contributing part of it was what really mat-
tered. According to Maya Angelou, “I’ve learned 
that people will forget what you said, people will 
forget what you did, but people will never forget 
how you made them feel.”

EFFECTIVE  
COMMUNICATION

C YNTHIA KIMBALL

“As time passes our communication isn’t getting better.  
So much is written in text and email and is easily misinterpreted. 

Misunderstandings have become of way of life.”
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I thought writing something upbeat 
on this month’s theme, Thanksgiving, 
in the middle of this pandemic, 
would be one of the toughest 
assignments I’d ever faced. But after 
gathering some facts, and putting 
things into perspective, I think 
finding the positive can be easier 
than I originally thought. 

When thinking of Thanksgiving, 
many envision family gathering in 
large crowds, hugging and greeting 

extended family and friends to gather around 
a table laden with food. A football game — or 
two — may be playing on the television. Family 
might head out to the backyard for a little touch 
football. Well, don’t expect that this year. 

As of this writing, 214,915+ people have died 
from COVID-19 in our country. That means that 
many thousands of families will not have every 
seat filled at Thanksgiving dinner. That is, for 
people fortunate enough to have a table with 
food on it. According to Feeding America (feed-
ingamerica.org), “The coronavirus pandemic has 
left millions of families with unstable employ-
ment. More than 54 million people, including 18 
million children, may experience food insecurity 
in 2020. A household that is food insecure has 
limited or uncertain access to enough food to 
support a healthy life.

We can’t kid ourselves; our mountain com-
munities are not spared from these statistics. 

Jefferson, Clear Creek and Park Counties have 
suffered 262+ deaths. Businesses have been hit 
hard, and many of our neighbors are struggling 
to stay safe and still earn enough to keep a roof 
over their head and food on their table. 

I know that living in these beautiful mountain 
communities, where we can walk outside and see 
beautiful views, wildlife, and have some pretty 
decent space to easily socially distance, makes 

us very lucky, and likewise, very thankful for 
all we have. So perhaps for this “unprecedented 
time” (how many times have we heard that?), 
let’s do all we can to show our thanks during this 
Thanksgiving season.

We can’t get together, but we can call 
family — especially the elderly. We can’t share 
a meal at our own table, but we can make sure 
that food banks in our mountain communities 

receive donations so they’ll have ample resources 
to make sure our neighbors don’t go hungry this 
Thanksgiving. Additionally – it’s about to get 
cold out there - let’s clean out closets and donate 
to coat/clothing drives. 

Stepping up to help those who need it, as well 
as accepting help from others when you need it, 
is a sure-fire way to know that there is so much 
to be thankful for this Thanksgiving season. We 
can be thankful to live in a caring and generous 
community. Our non-profit organizations, clubs, 
places of worship, schools, and wonderful indi-
viduals make this a place few want to ever leave. 

Yep! I think this is going to be one of the best 
Thanksgivings ever. Celebrate Thanksgiving by 
giving to others. 

WAYS TO GIVE THIS  
THANKSGIVING SEASON:

Evergreen Christian Outreach (EChO) 
evergreenchristianoutreach.org

Mountain Resource Center (mrcco) 
mrcco.org

Loaves and Fishes 
loavesandfishesco.net

Anne Vickstrom’s first writing gig was right  
here at Your Mountain Connection. She has 

written for national and regional publications 
and has published books. She loves living in 
Evergreen where she and her husband raised 

their three children and six dogs. 

Dogs, Dogs, 
Dogs

BY CATHY KOWALSKI

“I it is a joy to be a part of this 
therapy program and to see the 

dogs grow into their best selves!”  

Order off the menu! Sounds like fast food 
or a restaurant, but it’s the menu for 
the Medical Dogs at Children’s Hospital 

Colorado. I’ve talked in the past about therapy 
dogs that offer animal-assisted activities. These 
dogs provide services at nursing homes, rehab 
facilities, reading programs, and hospitals. The 
dogs are accompanied by their owner who vol-
unteers their time to bring their dog to provide 
comfort or to have kids read to the animal. 
Animal-Assisted Therapy Dogs have specific 
goals with detailed notes or recordings required 
through goal-directed treatment sessions. These 
therapeutic interventions incorporate dogs 
into a treatment plan that includes goals and 
outcome measurements and are overseen by 
health / human services providers as part of their 
profession. 

At Children’s Hospital Colorado I am fortunate 
to be working with Medical Dogs Galaxy MD, 
Halo MD, and Ralph Lauren MD who are skilled 
at helping kids heal and cope with the stress or 
anxiety that may come with a stay in the hospi-
tal. Motivation is the key as they help the kids to 
meet their goals and they give the kids a reason 
to play and smile.

To encourage children 2 – 8, they can play hide 
and seek, motivating kids to get moving. They 
have been known to be a pen pal for kids in the 

hospital dotting their “I”s with paw prints. The 
dogs assist with demonstrating how to put on a 
gown or get on an exam table. They also assist 
with art paw-jects, bringing a smile to some very 
special faces. For patients fearful of staff, difficult 
to engage, or with flat affects they are great at 
games and love to entertain. Ralph MD is also 
the center of attention in several books to help 
the kiddos understand surgeries, MRIs, radiation 
therapy, and casting. If Ralph MD can do it, they 
can do it!

When there is a difficult non-sterile proce-
dure, they are there distracting the kids with 
their delightful personalities and bags of tricks or 
to just lend a paw to squeeze. 

For routine exams, they are there to demon-
strate having their eyes, ears, nose, mouth, legs, 
tail, and even their belly examined. Giggling is 
allowed!

They are always available to offer a paw when 
bad news is delivered, difficult questions asked, 
or when patients tell their stories. 

Galaxy MD, Halo MD, and Ralph MD are also 
there providing support to the wonderful staff at 
Children’s Hospital Colorado. Sometimes just a 
few minutes of leaning on a furry peaceful buddy 
can make a difficult day possible to get through. 

The dogs that become Animal-Assisted 
Therapy dogs first must master basic obedience 

like any other working dog. They then move on 
to specific tasks to help them in their work. They 
may learn to lean on a person, lay their head in a 
person’s lap, or bow a hello or goodbye — I had 
trained my dog to say his prayers!

Dogs that work in hospitals have to be calm 
and comfortable around many different noises, 
large machines, people in scrubs and masks (I 
guess masks are pretty normal for all dogs these 
days), beds on wheels moving about — just think 
about all the things you might see in a hospital! 
The dogs have to be steadfast, easy going, and 
able to adjust quickly to any situation. 

If you would like to help support the Medical 
Dog Program at Children’s Hospital Colorado, 
you can go to http://c-fund.us/qb7. Your dona-
tion supports ongoing care for Ralph MD, Halo 
MD and Galaxy MD and also helps to grow their 
Medical Dog Program.

 
Cathy is the Executive 
Director and trainer at 
Faithfully K9 Service 
Dogs and Dog Training. 
Call 970-591-3205  
or visit the website  
www.faithfullyk9.com.

THANKSGIVING 
BY ANNE VICKSTROM

“ Stepping up to help those who need it, as well as accepting help from others when you need it,  
is a sure-fire way to know that there is so much to be thankful for this Thanksgiving season.”

“Living in these beautiful mountain 
communities…makes us very lucky, and 
likewise, very thankful for all we have.” 

Penny for your thoughts

Juba, the Thinking Dog on The Common Raven
BY PENNY RANDELL

Last month we had a bit of fun looking at the  
crow without mentioning their relative, the raven.  
It’s Juba he thinking dog here to help you tell the  
difference between the two species. 

With practice it’s easy to tell the two 
of them apart. Already you proba-
bly know ravens are the larger birds, 

about the size of a red-tailed hawk. Too, crows 
travel in large groups, whereas pairs of ravens are 
most common. But the tail feathers are the true 
giveaway. A crow’s tail feathers are basically all 
the same length, and when they spread their tail 
it resembles a fan. The raven has longer middle 
feathers in their tail, so their tail appears more 
wedge-shaped when open. Also, when crows 
call out it’s more of a cawing sound, and ravens 
have a lower, croaking sound. In fact, the raven 
is known for the screams that alert anyone in the 
area. THEY ARE LOUD!

The common raven, Corvus corax, is also 
known as the Western or Northern raven and is 
a passerine bird. Birds in the order Passeriformes 
include half of all the bird species. Other words 
describing such are perching or songbirds. With 
three toes in front and one behind, they effec-
tively tackle perching. 

As with all other birds, the common raven is 
a homeotherm that maintains a stable internal 
body temperature regardless of external tempera-
tures. They are also endotherms, meaning they 
maintain a body temperature by the use of heat 
set free by their internal bodily functions.

Food habits influence the metabolic rate 
of the common raven. This bird, too, is an 
omnivore, and metabolic rates must fluctuate 
according to the type of food consumed. In one 
study it was proven that those that consumed 
only fruit possess a lower metabolism than 

those that eat insects 
along with the fruit.

Altitude also influ-
ences metabolism, 
with birds existing 
at elevations below 
3,500 feet having a 
lower metabolism 
than those at higher 
elevations. Elevation 
influences size as 
well. Bergmann’s rule 
is applicable here, 
meaning individu-
als inhabiting higher 
altitudes and colder 
temperatures are usu-
ally larger than those 
at lower altitudes and 
warmer temps.

Ravens access their 
high metabolic rate 
to drive flight. Air flow is directed through the 
lungs via air sacs that are used to create a contin-
uous flow of fresh air over the respiratory surface. 
Many birds have nine air sacs, but Passeriformes 
have only seven air sacs. The respiratory system 
in general is very demanding because of flight, 
as opposed to simple walking or running. It is 
believed that cardiovascular variables play a large 
part in avian flight and were naturally selected 
over time. More to the point, the avian heart 
evolved to pump more blood throughout a bird’s 
body while engaged in flight.

But enough about 
the physiology of 
ravens. How about 
their meaning and 
the symbolism that 
surrounds them? The 
raven symbolizes 
wisdom, affection, 
healing powers, lon-
gevity, death, and 
fertility. Its jet-black 
color represents the 
night, the great void, 
and even the earth. 
In many cultures the 
raven symbolizes the 
sun. This is because 
of those shiny and 
ever-so-black feath-
ers that suggest they 
have the ability to 
survive in the heat of 
the day.

Some Native 
American tribes con-
nect the raven deity 
with the theft of the 
sun. Such tribes hold 
this bird with great 

importance, for a raven totem pole symbolizes 
a change in consciousness and also represents 
what is known as a shapeshifter, a person or 
being that can change their physical form at 
will. Native elders believed that the raven also 
had the power to draw secrets from the shad-
ows. Believing in “songs of the raven” as an 
indicator of temptations, especially sex (woof!), 
gave the bird a powerful label.

The raven was sacred to Native American cer-
emonies and therefore always present to trans-
port the energy of the message at hand. Even 

more, this bird could supposedly heal others, 
even from a distance. This so-called magic was 
often used as black magic, yet it raised great 
fear in those who took part in the ritual. Native 
elders believed that the raven could help one 
change their outlook and even give them cour-
age to enter an unknown realm. The black, iri-
descent feathers tell us that all answers to our 
questions are within.

Flipping the coin to the other side and con-
sidering Christianity, the Bible reports that the 
raven did not return to the ark, so it must have 
fed on corpses killed by the flood. Because of 
this, it was considered the evil beast, a filthy 
carrion eater, and a creature that is purely 
driven by appetite. The raven failed Noah and 
is believed to have failed God. Some Christians 
view this non-return as the symbol of Satan. 
Indeed, they held the bird as arrogant and 
shamelessly imprudent. It is believed that Noah 
somehow escaped the darkness of the mind that 
leads to basic fool-hardiness. 

There is a plethora of mythology surrounding 
the raven. From the Celtics to the Hindus, the 
raven has his theatrical past and even present to 
rest upon. In some cultures, it is still believed 
that tying raven feathers to a dream catcher and 
hanging it over a child’s bed will filter out neg-
ative dreams. The feathers dancing above trap 
the spirits traveling in the dreams. But never 
forget, in most cultures the raven is still consid-
ered as the bird of death.

Whew! Now there’s some evil thoughts. As 
far as I am concerned, it’s just another bird that 
I don’t mess with. Nonetheless, it’s been fun 
exploring this critter with you. Juba here sign-
ing off, and I will talk to you again next month. 
Meanwhile, remember the difference between 
crows and ravens. In other words, watch the 
skies, and watch those tails. 

“The raven symbolizes wisdom, 
affection, healing powers, longevity, 

death, and fertility.”
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COOKING CLASSES WITH…

 
Giving Thanks. Finding Joy.  

In 2020?
BY FRANCESCA ARNIOTES

“In a year where nothing has been normal for anybody anywhere, I give myself permission  
to do something different for upcoming holiday dinners.”

Yeah, this year sucks.

Still we find things to be grateful for — our 
feet hitting the floor in the morning, the 
impossible blue of the Colorado sky, coffee, 

mail carriers, friends and family in the world and 
fond memories of times with those who have left 
it. We’re making plans, looking ahead, going to 
make up for lost time. I will strategically target 
the date that gives me the just the time I need to 
shed the 10 pounds that I am not worrying about 
now because I have lots of time before I have 
to wear real clothes again and right now potato 
chips are making me very happy.

That date is certainly not going to come until 
after the holidays. Growing up, I thought every-
body spent an hour eating salamis, ham, cheeses 
and bread, followed by another hour of lasagne 
or ravioli, all before the traditional American 
turkey or ham or roast beef and all the traditional 
American side dishes plus our own traditional 
sides — artichokes, broccoli rabe, fennel — came 
out to the table. Then in college I discovered that 
“normal” people considered lasagne a whole meal 
all by itself. To my relief, the first holiday I spent 
with Dean’s family — it was Thanksgiving — I 
found out that Greeks also eat what “normal” 
people would consider two or three distinct din-
ners before they get to the turkey. We ate tiropete, 
spanakopete, and taramasalata for starters; then 
dolmades, pastitsio, and moussaka, followed 
then by the traditional American turkey dinner 
plus their own traditional side dishes. Mexican, 
Ukrainian and Hungarians’ American holiday 
dinners include tamales, pierogi, halupki — also 
meals in themselves. It’s so much work! But that’s 
how ethnic American families with strong cul-
tural identities do holidays. 

However, in a year where nothing has been 
normal for anybody anywhere, I give myself 
permission to do something different for upcom-
ing holiday dinners. Since it looks like the 2020 
family gathering at Thanksgiving will be yet 
another victim of the pandemic, I shall save 
the money I usually spend on a large, fresh 
organic turkey and donate those dollars to the 
Denver Rescue Mission so that they can provide 
Thanksgiving Banquets-in-a-Box to needy metro- 
area families. And since we won’t spend money 
on the makings of a cocktail, dinner wines and 
fancy fun soft drinks, those dollars will go to the 
Mountain Resource Center to provide support 
for our neighbors who are struggling. If we are 
in the same situation at Christmastime, we’ll do 
the same. Putting the “giving” into giving thanks 
brings great joy. 

But hey, we still gotta eat! Right? Well, to 
make it feel like a holiday, even though it’s just 
us, let’s exert a small part of the herculean effort 
we give to our traditional holiday dinner perfor-
mance and make ourselves a small plate banquet. 
Try it. It will require tiny amounts of a variety 
of ingredients. Make them your favorites or try 

something new. Imagine filling the center of your 
table with a mix of colors, textures, and aromas 
that make your mouth water. Then sit down and 
nibble and savor and talk about where you found 
the recipes and your adventures in the kitchen. 
Better yet, cook together. No pressure. Doesn’t 
matter. Just have fun.

You might choose a cuisine like Middle 
Eastern, Moroccan, or Greek that has a tradition 
of small-plate dining and pick some things. They 
often use a particular ingredient and prepare it 
many different ways. Buy an eggplant and choose 
three dishes that use it and make a partial recipe 
of each. Or choose a half dozen of your house-
hold’s favorite dishes and make a serving each of 
each one. There is every recipe you could ever 
want on the internet. Don’t worry about having 
to have every single ingredient. If you don’t have 
capers, leave them out or substitute some other 
salty-bitter thing you might have around, like 
green olives, lemon zest, pickle, or anchovy. Just 
make it taste good to you. 

Some ideas: Eggs mimosa, salamis, cheeses 
and a baguette, marinated eggplant, stuffed 
mushroom caps, shrimp cocktail, bruschetta, 
ratatouille, filled cabbage, grilled sausages and 
mashed potatoes, three bean salad, tabbouleh, 
quinoa salad, pasta, radishes in olive oil, spin-
ach-cheese souffle, Swedish, Greek, Italian, or 
Moroccan meatballs, grilled haloumi, baked 
French onion soup, pork tenderloin with cran-
berry-cherry sauce, filet mignon with tater tots, 
blue cheese and frisee (yes, it’s a thing), potato 
pancakes, buffalo wings, caprese salad, roasted 
vegetables, hummus or tapenade with crack-
ers or cucumber slices, brie in puff pastry, crab 
cakes, chicken or turkey salad on butter lettuce, 
cucumber sandwiches, steamed mussels with 
garlic, parsley and lemon. Unless you live for 
pumpkin pie, make chocolate mousse or coco-
nut custard.

Holidays and everydays, make time to be 
thankful for something, feel joy, and eat.

  

Castles and Kitchens offers cooking experiences 
at their farmhouse kitchen in Conifer and at the 
1000-year-old farmhouse in Chianti. If you’d like 

to join them for either one, go to their website 
www.castlesandkitchens.com or contact Francesca 

or Tom at castlesandkitchens@gmail.com.

BROCHETTES MARRAKESH
Lamb leg, beef sirloin or vegetables  
(6 – 8 ounces per serving)
Olive oil
Minced cilantro
Minced flat leaf parsley
Grated onion
Sweet Hungarian paprika
Minced garlic cloves
Ground cumin
Fresh lemon juice
Pepper
Fresh tomato salsa (recipe follows)
Warm pita bread or couscous
Sea salt
Cut meat into ¾ inch cubes. Combine in a 
bowl with the next 9 ingredients. Cover and 
leave an hour at room temperature or refriger-
ate 2 hours to overnight.
Heat grill or broiler. Thread 8 – 10 pieces on 
metal skewers (if using bamboo, soak for 30 

minutes). Grill 6 – 8 minutes over medium fire, 
turning occasionally, for medium rare. Line 
platter with lettuce leaves and top with bro-
chettes. Drizzle with olive oil and salt. Serve 
with warm bread or couscous and tomato salsa 
on the side.

TOMATO SALSA
Process or blend 2 ripe or canned tomatoes, 
2 scallions, a handful of mint leaves, pinch of 
sugar and salt.

TINY TOWN — BIG APPEAL
ELAINE HAYDEN 

EVERGREEN MOUNTAIN AREA HISTORICAL SOCIETY

The name Tiny Town evokes the concept 
of the tiny house movement that emerged 
to address issues related to affordable 

housing, environmental concerns of carbon 
footprints and consumer-driven grandiosity in 
housing. To residents of our mountain area, Tiny 
Town is thought of in a different context. Well 
known in the South Jefferson County area, Tiny 
Town is a 100-year-old attraction that show-
cases tiny houses in the true sense of the term. 
Located near Morrison on South Turkey Creek 
Road, Tiny Town has lured tourists to the area 
for over 100 years.

Construction of a small community was the 
brainchild of George Turner, Denver business-
man and owner of Turner Moving & Storage 
Company. Turner’s quest for an escape from his 
harried lifestyle and business interests in Denver 
motivated him to seek refuge in the foothills. 
Turner built his moving and storage empire 
from humble beginnings of a horse-and-wagon 
hauling business. With his business success 
came ownership of a storage building at 14th 
and Arapaho Streets in Denver, touting the first 
lighted advertising sign in Denver atop his facil-
ity in 1906. 

The purchase of a plot of land along Turkey 
Creek near Morrison allowed Turner the same 
gratification of mountain living as he had known 
in his youth while growing up in Central City. 
Named The Crow’s Nest, the Turner cabin stood 
on the hillside overlooking Turkey Creek and 
adjacent to the site of the soon-to-be Lilliputian 
village now known as Tiny Town. The Crow’s 
Nest was rustic in construction but represented 
the natural surroundings and provided the 
refuge Turner yearned for. The inspiration that 
fueled Turner’s building of a miniature village 
grew out of the desire to provide entertainment 
for his daughter, Blanche, and son, Melvin, when 
the family visited their mountain cabin. Always 
the businessman, Turner called on his many 
colleagues in Denver, offering an opportunity to 
advertise their businesses in a unique and visible 
way. Turner Moving and Storage was the anchor 
building as many other businesses joined this 

advertising opportunity with replicas of their 
buildings in a 1" to 1' scale for the affordable 
monthly cost of $2.00, along with the task of 
their building’s upkeep.

Construction began in 1915 on the first min-
iature buildings, as Turner hired his employ-
ees from the moving company to begin con-
structing buildings from cast-off moving crates 
from the Denver warehouse. Originally named 
Turnerville, the charm of the miniature village 
drew thousands of visitors within the first year 
of opening the attraction to the public in 1920.
There were forty original buildings on the seven- 
acre site, with lighting on each street and piped 
music streaming from the church. With the 
growing popularity, the town grew with the addi-
tion of a residential area, depicting homes of the 
era complete with landscaping and lawns. 

By 1924, Turner and Harry Frazier constructed 
a full-size hall, whose appearance depicted an 
Indian Pueblo and whose utility was for the pur-
pose of dancing and humoring the tourists look-
ing for entertainment beyond what the miniature 
village provided. Unfortunately, the Pueblo-style 
dance hall was destroyed by fire in 1935 and was 
not rebuilt.

As Tiny Town demanded more and more of 
George Turner’s energy, the magical village was 
sold to John Ross in 1927. Ross was the owner 
of a hardware and lumber business in Morrison, 
located in the building where Café Prague stands 
today. Ross is the owner responsible for changing 
the name from Turnerville to Tiny Town. Ross 
leased the operating functions to Harry Frazier, 
and Tiny Town once again flourished with the 
addition of Frazier’s miniature locomotive. 1929 
ushered in trouble for Tiny Town. Visitation to 
the park plummeted beginning with the 1929 
stock market crash, after which the miniature 

village was all but destroyed by flood waters in 
1929 and again in 1932. Frazier persisted and 
re-built the village twice in 3 years’ time. In a 
matter of a few years, in 1935, fire struck Tiny 
Town and destroyed the full-sized garage, store, 
dance hall, and dining room. While the miniature 
houses were not affected by fire, Frazier’s enthu-
siasm was. With two floods and a fire behind 
him, Frazier ceased operations at Tiny Town, a 
closure that would persist until the early 1940s.

A succession of ambitious lease holders would 
follow Frazier, each leaving their signature on the 
village. More powerful steam trains were added 
and the little town with big appeal was restored 
and repainted, once again bringing life to the 
village. The popularity of Tiny Town remained 
steady through the 1950s and early 1960s until 
Turkey Creek flooded the area once again in 
1969, washing away a number of the tiny build-
ings. This dampened the resolve of the current 
lessee, Bud and Lea Altig, as they walked away 
from the town whose charm had lured them in 
1966. Lyle and Pat Fulkerson took the helm of 
the destroyed village in 1972 and are said to be 
responsible for the appeal of Tiny Town today 
with the inclusion of the depot and round-
house. Through much effort, the Fulkersons 
were successful in their bid to have the Corps 
of Engineers relocate Turkey Creek to its original 
path, and the creek has not flooded Tiny Town 
since the re-routing effort.

Thanks to David Pitkin and the Institute of 
Real Estate Management, a non-profit organiza-
tion was formed in 1987 to restore Tiny Town. 
Donors were solicited through an auction pro-
cess that would allow for the rebuilding of Tiny 
Town. Each bidder was entitled to a tiny lot 
where they were given the freedom to construct 
a miniature house or business of their choosing. 

Among the new structures of Tiny Town were 
the Gates Rubber Company, Rocky Mountain 
Harley Davidson, and Coleman Natural Beef, 
while the replicas of mines and other buildings 
remain to dot the hillside above the town. These 
structures, among many others, were built with 
volunteer hours. The concept of advertising lived 
long after George Turner’s original idea of show-
casing various businesses emerged in 1915. The 
present number of structures lining the streets 
of Tiny Town has risen to well over fifty, under 
the watchful eye of Elvira Nedoma. In 2015, 
Nedoma writes, “…over a 15 year period of my 
presence at Tiny Town, I am humbled every day 
with appreciation and purpose for being able to 
take care of such a historic place.”

Elvira Nedoma, the first woman to manage 
the park in ninety years’ time, is the park care-
taker. Her enthusiasm and passion for the park 
is revealed in the dedication she has shown 
over the years with a keen interest in helping to 
entertain visitors both young and old. Nedoma 
published a book in 2015 highlighting the his-
tory and evolution of Tiny Town’s first 100 years. 
Entitled If These Tracks Could Talk, Nedoma 
writes, “For over 100 years Tiny Town has been 
creating thousands of memories for kids of all 
ages. Tiny Town belongs to no one person, but 
belongs to everyone.”

The village remains enchanting, albeit 
deserted for the winter. Some of the structures 
are covered with protective tarps, while a replica 
of the iconic Aspen Park Hot Dog Stand sits as 
a sentry to passersby. The scene today brings to 
mind a 1926 article in Everybody’s Magazine in 
which Ann Werner writes, “It is a bit of fairyland 
captured and brought to earth to be seen and 
touched and marveled at.” 

Sources:  
If These Tracks Could Talk. 2015. Elvira Nedoma 
Everybody’s Magazine, 1926. ‘His Hobby is a 
Miniature Town’. Ann S. Werner 
Evergreen Mountain Area Historical Society 
archival files and photos.

“Well known in the South Jefferson County area,  
Tiny Town is a 100-year-old attraction that showcases  

tiny houses in the true sense of the term.”

connection to the past

George Turner’s cabin, The Crow’s Nest  1920

Visitors at the miniature hotel  1920

Original Turnerville with Pueblo dance hall in distance  1926

WE ARE COOKING FOR YOU!
YOU JUST HAVE TO ORDER  
AND COME PICK IT UP.
While classes are on hold until we are all vaccinated against COVID-19, we are happy to say that C&K’s 
Personal Chef service offers an extraordinary meal each week, along with suggestions to make your 
night a cultural experience.

Order and pay online and pick up your dinner on Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays at our Conifer 
kitchen behind Staples. 

Pick up Thursday – Saturday: 4:30 – 6:00 
Order anytime. Specify your pick-up time at checkout. 
Menu changes on Wednesdays at 9 am.

Please go to our web site at www.castlesandkitchens.com and click on PERSONAL CHEF ORDERING, 
read about our service and let us make you a special dinner.

Also, please look around at TRAVEL, watch the video and if you’re as hungry as we are for a relaxing 
week amongst vines and olive trees, making and eating pastas and wood-fired grilled meat, dream of 
a vacation with us in Chianti, Tuscany. We will be going back as soon as we can. Or just peruse our 
menus in ALL CLASSES and get some inspiration for cooking at home.
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WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY

HOLIDAY GIFT GUIDE 
BY MELANIE SWEARENGIN, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR

Do you dread holiday shopping? 
To be honest, while I love shop-
ping, holiday shopping is not 
my favorite. The pressure to find 
the perfect gift while staying in 
budget or remembering who to 
shop for in the midst of a ton 
of amazing items staring back 
at me. This year we have new 
challenges like remembering 
to wear your mask, shopping 
quickly because the mask is 
uncomfortable, and constantly 
sanitizing your hands. Well, the 
Conifer Chamber is here to the 
rescue! We are making shopping 
local SUPER easy. Log on to 
GoConifer.com and download 
the Holiday Gift Guide. This 
guide will not only give you 
local gift suggestions, but it will 
also list amazing places to shop. 
Each participating store will be listed with the 
shopping options that are available. You’ll be able 
to choose from online shopping, call-in shop-
ping, delivery or curb side pick-up. 

“Light Up Conifer” is our theme this hol-
iday season, and our title sponsor is First 
Bank of Aspen Park. Our goals are the same 
this year as we celebrate the holidays. We want 
to celebrate our amazing community, businesses 
and organizations and NOTHING is going to 
stop our celebration. In addition to the Holiday 
Guide, we are Lighting Up Conifer by hosting a 
Business Window Decorating competition and 
a Home Decorating competition. To participate, 
log on to GoConifer.com and fill out the registra-
tion form. By registering, your business or home 
will be added to an interactive map that shows 
the community where to go to see the lights. 

From virtual events to face-to-face events, 
now is definitely the time to network, and the 
chamber is creating lots of ways to get that done. 
Coming up at the November membership meet-
ing, the Conifer Chamber is hosting virtually 
the 2020 Economic Summit — Creating New 
Opportunities. Obviously, the severe downturn 

driven by a health crisis was not 
forecasted for 2020. However, 
now we must assess the 
economic damage that has 
occurred due to COVID-19. 
More importantly, in the face 
of extreme uncertainty, we 
must plot our path forward and 
determine how to create new 
opportunities, even though all 
aspects of the economy have 
been changed or altered due to 
the virus. This presentation will 
discuss current and projected 
growth trends at the national, 
state, and seven-county metro 
Denver level. The presenta-
tion features employment and 
industry trends, population 
growth and consumer activity, 
and the residential and com-
mercial real estate markets. This 

event is open to all; register online at GoConifer.
com. The cost is $5 for members and $10 for 
non-members. 

The November After Hours mixer will be face-
to-face, held at Woodlands event center. Knowing 
we need to social distance and network safely, 
the chamber will be hosting the 2020 Turkey 
Toss Cornhole Tournament. Sign up as a team 
or individual, bring your mask, bring business 
cards and loosen up your arm! The event will 
be held Thursday, November 19, from 5 – 7 pm. 
Registration is required at GoConifer.com as we 
manage numbers. 

We are happy to talk you through any questions 
you might have or connect you with people that 
can help. Details and links to more information 

are available at GoConifer.com. If you have 
questions, please call me at 303-838-5711 or 

email me at coniferchamber@gmail.com.

Melanie Swearengin
Executive Director
Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce

THE 2020 EVENT: FESTIVAL OF TREES HAS BEEN POSTPONED.
STAY TUNED FOR 2021!

The Conifer Area Chamber of Commerce is dedicated to 
making our community the best it can be. We are here to 
support our local businesses and create opportunities for 

them to grow and get connected to our community.

www.goconifer.com

New York Life is represented by Holly 
Jensen. New York Life is committed to helping 
clients build, protect and preserve wealth. 

Contact Holly and let her help protect your 
future: (720) 935-6774 
www.newyorklifecolorado.com/ 

Optive Commercial Capital, represented by 
Bill Aubin, helps small, medium and large sized 
businesses in funding their companies through a 
broad portfolio of financial products. 

Let their group of certified, highly 
experienced professionals customize the 
best solution for you: (303) 885-9701; 
www.optivecommercialcapital.com/

Someday is Today LLC, dba The Thompson 
Group, represented by Anson Thompson 
and Jenny Durr, is a risk management firm that 
works with business owners to help identify their 
specific risks and create insurance programs around 
those unique needs. 

Contact them to see how they can help 
your business: (800) 886-6655;  
www.thethompsongroup.net/

“We are making 
[holiday] shopping 
local SUPER easy.  

Go to GoConifer.com 
and download the 

Holiday Gift Guide.”

Conifer Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News Evergreen Chamber Ribbon Cuttings and News

WE SUPPORT LIVING LOCALLY

Kadera Mental Health Services 
Clinical mental health counseling and psychotherapy 
for adult individuals and couples. 

Tori Kadera — Owner  
32065 Castle Court Ste 250G 
Evergreen, 80439 
(720) 440-2461 • kmhs.net

Kristina Consulting Group, LLC,  
dba KCG Drug Alcohol Solutions 
We are a drug and alcohol testing company that 
provides programs for workplaces; training that 
includes DER, reasonable suspicion, BAT; sell breath 
testers; and policy development. 24-hr on call.

Kristina Hogan — President  
28577 Buffalo Park Rd. #100 
Evergreen,80439 
(303) 670-2269 • drugalcoholsolutions.com

Slife’s Devil Dogs & Sweet Freeze Shave Ice 
We are a veteran-owned food truck servicing the 
downtown Evergreen area. We serve the best of 
hot dogs, burgers, brats, chicken sandwiches, and 
Hawaiian-style shave ice.

Hunter Slife — Owner  
4602 Plettner Ln 
Evergreen,80439 
(303) 653-7520

Evergreen Bread and Cocktail Lounge 
Gather with friends at Evergreen’s favorite bakery, 
cafe, and cocktail lounge. Serving a variety of 
soups, salads, sandwiches, Italian coffee, beer, wine, 
cocktails, and of course…Bread!

John Porter — Owner/Operator  
1260 Bergen Parkway C220 
Evergreen,80439 
(303) 862-7993 
evergreenbreadlounge.com

For over 50 years the Evergreen Area 
Chamber of Commerce  

has proudly been serving the 
mountain community. Our mission 

is to grow the local economy by 
building business relationships, 
promoting the community and 

representing local concerns with  
our county government.

The Stone House  
1524 Belford Ct. ~ Evergreen, CO 80439  

EvergreenChamber.org

VIRTUAL MONTHLY EVERGREEN CHAMBER BREAKFAST

Wednesday, November 4, 2020  •  8:00 – 9:15 am 

Join us for tips on remaining positive and focused during uncertain times from Suzanne Levy 
owner of Evergreen Life and Wellness Coaching. Find out what’s new with the Evergreen 

Chamber and network with other mountain area business owners..

Please register in advance at www.evergreenchamber.org

Being Thankful
BY NANCY JUDGE

I think our collective ability to “Be Thankful” has 
been tested to its limits in 2020. But as I type this 
article, our mountain community is still on glorious 
display with fall colors, and while the darkness of 
night is coming sooner and sooner, the daytime 
temperatures are still worthy of getting out for 
hikes and bike rides. I am thankful for that. 

While many I know have had changes 
in their employment status this year, 
I am lucky to have been offered this 

position as the Evergreen Chamber of Commerce 
President. I am thankful.

I have had family members and friends, 
like many of you, who have tested positive for 
COVID-19 over these past eight months, and 
while I worry about unknown long-term effects 
this disease will have on their hearts and lungs, 
they have all fortunately recovered. I am so 
thankful for that.

I had so many events on my calendar, events 
like fundraisers for our local nonprofits, commu-
nity celebrations, even a niece’s wedding, all can-
celed or postponed to 2021. All of us have. Our 
calendars for this year are full of events crossed 
off or notes in the margin of hopeful, new dates 
in the future. Weddings that have taken place 
have been much smaller than originally planned. 
Nonprofit fundraisers had to pivot to virtual 
events. Schools had to become creative to create 
memorable graduations for their seniors. None 
of it was planned, but many of these events cre-
ated new traditions. For all of those who found 
ways to create a new option for our engagement 
and involvement, I am extremely thankful.

I know this year has been hard for our local 
area businesses. Many had to close for almost two 
months, or if they stayed open, they had to com-
pletely alter how they did business. Restaurants 
had to take to the curbs, only allowed to offer 
take-out service. Stores had to take orders online 
or over the phone and bring those outside to you 
when you arrived for pick-up. Even our visits 
to doctors and personal care providers looked 
very different. I will bet many of us utilized 
“telehealth” services for the first time this year. 
We had to call the office when we reached the 
parking lot to announce our arrival and wait to 
be allowed to enter the office. And so many of 
our business service providers conducted their 
business with you over the phone or over Zoom. 
While this may not be how we prefer to handle 
our business, and face to face will always be my 

preference, at least we have these options. I will 
be exceedingly grateful when Zoom and WebEx 
meetings are not a part of my daily life, but I 
begrudgingly admit, I am thankful they are an 
option.

“Take the time to thank  
the owners and workers in the 

local stores and restaurants.  
They have weathered a long, 

hard storm this year.”

As the holiday season rolls around and we all 
look for ways to be with family and friends safely, 
there is a high probability that those gatherings 
will be fewer in number and look different. I 
would suggest to you that in all this upheaval, 
there is much to be thankful for. Take the time to 
thank the owners and workers in the local stores 
and restaurants. They have weathered a long, 
hard storm this year, and there is not yet a clear 
future. Take time to reach out, even if it is over 
Zoom or WebEx, to your loved ones and let them 
know how much you appreciate and love them. 
Many of us have lost so much this year, but with 
a little introspection, I think we can all find so 
many reasons to be thankful.

Follow us on Facebook. Visit our website EvergreenChamber.org. Call us anytime 303-674-3412.

Wildfire Preparedness 
Evergreen and Conifer rank #1 in Colorado, and in the top 10 nationally,  

for catastrophic wildfire with the potential for significant loss of life.

Evergreen Fire Rescue encourages you to continue using due diligence with any live fire. Before you 
light a campfire of any kind, please check to be sure there is not a Fire Restriction or Fire Ban in effect. 
Campfires should be called in to the fire department at 303-980-7300 before you light them and after 
you extinguish them. Please be sure to fully extinguish your cigarettes, campfires, and charcoal grills.

Protect Your Home!
Your home is located in a dynamic environment that is always changing. Trees, grasses, and shrubs 
continue to grow, die, or are damaged, and drop their leaves and needles each season. Just like your 
home, the defensible space around it requires regular, ongoing maintenance to be effective. Removing 
slash and creating a defensible space around your home is the first line of defense against wildfires. 
You can create zones around your home, removing any fire fuels, such as tree debris. Having a prop-
erly mitigated property doesn’t mean that wildfire will pass you by, but it gives the fire department 
a better opportunity to save your home when it does come. Great tips on how to protect your home 
and property can be found on the Jeffco Sheriff’s hazard mitigation page (www.jeffco.us/488/Hazard-
Mitigation-Plan) and at Fire Wise website (www.nfpa.org/Public-Education/Fire-causes-and-risks/
Wildfire/Firewise-USA).

Please watch the video at  
www.evergreenchamber.org/wildfire-preparedness/
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Jeff’ s favorites

Ragged Old Flag 
BY JOHNNY CASH

I walked through a county courthouse square 
On a park bench an old man was sitting there 
I said, your old courthouse is kinda run down 

He said, naw, it’ll do for our little town 
I said, your old flagpole has leaned a little bit 

And that’s a ragged old flag you got hanging on it

He said, have a seat, and I sat down 
Is this the first time you’ve been to our little town? 

I said, I think it is 
He said, I don’t like to brag 

But we’re kinda proud of that ragged old flag

You see, we got a little hole in that flag there when  
Washington took it across the Delaware 

And it got powder-burned the night Francis Scott Key 
Sat watching it writing say can you see 

And it got a bad rip in New Orleans 
With Packingham and Jackson tuggin’ at its seams

And it almost fell at the Alamo 
Beside the Texas flag, but she waved on though 

She got cut with a sword at Chancellorsville 
And she got cut again at Shiloh Hill 

There was Robert E. Lee, Beauregard, and Bragg 
And the south wind blew hard on that ragged old flag

On Flanders field in World War one 
She got a big hole from a Bertha gun 

She turned blood red in World War Two 
She hung limp and low a time or two 

She was in Korea and Vietnam 
She went where she was sent by Uncle Sam

She waved from our ships upon the Briny foam 
And now they’ve about quit waving her back here at home 

In her own good land here she’s been abused  
She’s been burned, dishonored, denied, and refused

And the government for which she stands 
Is scandalized throughout the land 

And she’s getting threadbare and wearing thin 
But she’s in good shape for the shape she’s in 

‘Cause she’s been through the fire before 
And I believe she can take a whole lot more

So we raise her up every morning 
We take her down every night 

We don’t let her touch the ground and we fold her up right 
On second thought, I do like to brag 

‘Cause I’m mighty proud of that ragged old flag

Source: LyricFind  •  Songwriter: John Cash  •  Ragged Old Flag lyrics © BMG Rights Management

Goodnight Saigon 
BY BILLY JOEL

We met as soulmates 
On Parris Island 

We left as inmates 
From an asylum 

And we were sharp 
As sharp as knives 

And we were so gung ho  
to lay down our lives

We came in spastic 
Like tameless horses 

We left in plastic 
As numbered corpses 
And we learned fast 

To travel light 
Our arms were heavy 

But our bellies were tight

We had no homefront 
We had no soft soap 
They sent us Playboy 

They gave us Bob Hope 
We dug in deep 

And shot on sight 
And prayed to Jesus Christ 

With all of our might

We had no cameras 
To shoot the landscape 

We passed the hash pipe 
And played our Doors tapes 

And it was dark 
So dark at night 

And we held onto each other 
Like brother to brother 

We promised our mothers we’d write

And we would all go down together 
We said we’d all go down together 
Yes we would all go down together

Remember Charlie 
Remember Baker 

They left their childhood 
On every acre 

And who was wrong 
And who was right 

It didn’t matter 
In the thick of the fight

We held the day 
In the palm of our hands 

They ruled the night 
And the night seemed to last 

As long as six weeks 

On Parris Island 
We held the coastline 

They held the highland 
And they were sharp 
As sharp as knives 

They heard the hum of the motors 
They counted the rotors 

And waited for us to arrive

And we would all go down together 
We said we’d all go down together 
Yes we would all go down together

Source: LyricFind 
Songwriters: Billy Joel 

Goodnight Saigon lyrics  
© Universal Music Publishing Group

PARK COUNTY HAS A CHOICE IN NOVEMBER
“The purpose of local government is to serve the local residents and businesses. Period.  

And should I be elected commissioner I will do just that.”

My name is Richie Frangiosa, and I am running for Park County 
Commissioner as a Libertarian. I am running because Park County needs 
transparency and accountability. Park County needs fiscal responsibility 
and a reprioritization of our spending. And most of all, Park County needs 
a commissioner who will listen to our residents.

As a Libertarian, I oppose any government 
interference into your personal, family, 
and business decisions. Essentially, I 

believe all Americans should be free to live their 
lives and pursue their interests as they see fit, so 
long as they do no harm to another. This is espe-
cially important at the county level. County gov-
ernment should exist to further the interests of 
our residents. It is here to help, not hinder. And 
it should be accessible to all, whether that means 
making information and decision processes read-
ily available or soliciting and encouraging the 
participation of our community. 

We need to revisit our outdated Land Use 
Regulations to make it easier and more afford-
able to build and live in Park County. We need 
to move spending away from pet projects and 
towards our roads and First Responders. We 
need to make it easier for local businesses to 
thrive, and for our residents to prosper. 

Too often our current commissioner bows to 
the will of the State. This is extremely apparent in 
the current situation with CDOT’s removal of the 
traffic light at US285 and CR-43. The removal 
of this light will devastate the small businesses 
at the intersection. It will create a safety hazard 
for our fire station, and for the thousands of local 
residents who rely on the intersection as the only 
ingress / egress from their homes. It will poten-
tially cost the County hundreds of thousands of 
dollars in new road maintenance. And it will do 
nothing to improve the safety or convenience for 
travelers on US285. 

Yet our commissioner will not fight back. He 
has left it to the local residents and business 
owners to fight on their own without his sup-
port. Groups like Safe 285 (www.safe285.com) 
have taken up the fight on our behalf because 
the commissioner would rather toe the line than 
fight for his constituents. And while I am proud 
of the work our residents are doing, they should 
not have to go it alone. 

The purpose of local government is to serve 
the local residents and businesses. Period. And 
should I be elected commissioner I will do just 
that. It is not about power. It is not about politics. 
And it certainly is not about furthering personal 
interests. It’s about a duty to help make the lives 
of those around us better, and a responsibility to 
make Park County a wonderful place to live. 

You have a choice in November. Do you want 
to see more transparency? Do you want to hold 
your elected officials accountable? And most 
importantly, do you want your voice to be heard? 
Not just listened to, but heard? 

So I make you these simple promises:

• I will answer your phone calls

• I will respond to your emails

• I will listen to your concerns instead of just 
waiting for my turn to talk
These are all very simple promises that are 

easy to keep. Unfortunately, they are lacking in 
our current leadership. 

I encourage you to reach out to me via email, 
visit my website (www.richie4parkco.com), or 
give me a call. Let’s talk about your concerns for 
Park County, and how we as a community can 
address them.

 
Trying to do what’s best for #AllofPark 

Richie Frangiosa 
www.richie4parkco.com

Evergreen Man  
Launches 

National Product
Ski Boot Sport Grip LLC 

launches their #1  
ski boot accessory  

product nationwide.

After years of research and development, 
Ski Boot Sport Grip has made its way to 
the ski industry and taken it by storm. 

Hundreds have commented on how amazing and 
simple Ski Boot Sport Grip has made it to remove 
their ski boots without the assistance of others.

John Weakley, the inventor and owner of Ski 
Boot Sport Grip LLC and a resident of Evergreen, 
Colorado, wishes to thank everyone for their 
support and positive feedback which has largely 
contributed to the success of his product. A spe-
cial thanks to the chiropractic industry for their 
video endorsements which can be viewed by 
going to gegersonsnowsports.com. 

As the winter ski season approaches, check 
your local ski retailers for the Ski Boot Sport Grip. 
Locally you can find it at Boone Mountain Sports 
in Evergreen. Ski Boot Sport Grip is now being 
nationally distributed by SKI KARE of Golden, 
Colorado. (www.skikare.com) Mr. Weakley is 
pleased to help the local economy by having his 
product manufactured here in Denver, Colorado. 
“As always, be courteous to others on the moun-
tain, stay safe, and enjoy the runs”.

NO WORRIES!

Did you miss something in a past issue of Your Mountain Connection? Want to 
revisit an article or featured artist? Not a problem! You can now download full 

versions of our past issues on our web site at: yourmtnconnection.com.  
We will have the current issue and four back issues available. Enjoy...again!
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CALENDAR  
OF EVENTS

ELECTION 2020
Jefferson County Public Library is proud to 
serve our community as a cornerstone for civic 
engagement.
24-Hour Ballot Drop Boxes (Through Nov. 3):
Belmar Library, Columbine Library, Evergreen 
Library, Lakewood Library, and Standley Lake 
Library. On November 3, both curbside and 
walk-in library services will be unavailable at 
these five locations serving as Polling Centers.
jeffcolibrary.org

Conifer Library is open to the public!
We’ve adapted our safety guidelines to incor-
porate the school’s best practices and reduced 
capacity limits to create a safer environment for 
all, and are eager to serve you again. Friday and 
Saturday 10 am –  5 pm, Sunday Noon – 5 pm
Welcome back inside Conifer Library!
Know before you go:
• You’ll be greeted in the school lobby area by a 

staff member who will ask you whether you’ve 
recently experienced any symptoms, and take 
your temperature before you enter.

• Face coverings are required for all patrons, 
except children 10 years old and younger.

• We’ve moved furniture and added signage to 
remind all of us to keep 6 feet of physical dis-
tance from others when inside.

• Please enjoy your food outside of the Library 
at this time. Only beverages will be allowed 
inside.

• There may be wait times due to capacity limits 
in buildings.

• Please make your visit as efficient as possible so 
others may enter too.

• We encourage you to explore our digital 
resources and take advantage of curbside ser-
vices at Evergreen Library if you are not com-
fortable with the new safety requirements.

jeffcolibrary.org • 303.235.527

November 19
The Conifer Chamber After Hours mixer will 
be held at Woodlands event center. Knowing 
we need to social distance and network safely, 
the chamber will be hosting the 2020 Turkey 
Toss Cornhole Tournament. Sign up as a team 
or individual, bring your mask, bring business 
cards and loosen up your arm! The event will 
be held Thursday, November 19 from 5 – 7 pm. 
Registration is required at GoConifer.com as 
we manage numbers. 

Life Bridge Food 
Pantry Food Drive

Saturday, Nov. 21, 1 – 5 pm 
King Soopers, Conifer

Please help us fill our shelves 
and feed our community! All 

donations will remain right 
in the 285 corridor and help 
those in our community who 
need our support the most! 
Non-perishable food items, 

grocery gift cards and cash are 
all greatly appreciated! 

November 26
EChO Annual Turkey Trot: STEP UP 
to STOMP out HUNGER, 9 am – 11 am 
Thanksgiving Morning. Register online at ever-
greenchristianoutreach.org or pick up forms 
at EChO Resale or the Food Bank.

Conifer Historical Society

“What Can You Tell Me About My Address?” 
One of the questions we often get here at the 
Historical Society: “What can you tell me about 
my address?” We’ve created a quick guide to help 
you research land history in our area, and invite 
you to share your findings with us to include in 
our electronic archive. Go to www.coniferhistori-
calsociety.org/landhistory/ to start your journey!. 
We miss you all. For up-to-date information, 
visit our website at www.coniferhistoricalso-
ciety.org.

Jefferson County Public Library 

We are so excited to begin opening our build-
ings and expanding more library services to 
you during this time. Explore all the ways we’re 
working to meet your needs at our website: jeff-
colibrary.org for up-to-date information.

Curbside services available at the Evergreen 
Public Library

Jefferson County Community Resources 
It’s important that we come together as a Jeffco 
community to support one another as the 
response to COVID-19 continues. Jefferson 
County Human Services compiled a guide 
to community resources for those in need of 
assistance: https://www.jeffco.us/4019/Jeffco- 
Community-Resources. 
Other general community resources
Please continue to visit the Jefferson County 
Public Health website for the latest updates 
on COVID-19: https://www.jeffco.us/3999/ 
Coronavirus-Disease-2019-COVID-19.

Ovation West Performing Arts

We will update our programming and the status of 
Center Stage as we receive new information about 
the public health crisis.
We appreciate donations to support our beautiful 
theatre and the Ovation West Staff during this dif-
ficult time. Please go to ovationwest.org to sup-
port us! Thank you!

StageDoor Theater

We hope you and your family are doing well, 
staying healthy and managing through this chal-
lenging time. Our hope is to return to serving our 
mountain community when it is safe to do so. We 
continue to explore how we can bring perform-
ing arts opportunities to our students, artists and 
patrons. Thank you for your continued support! 
stagedoortheatre.org.

If your group is no longer meeting, please let 
Your Mountain Connection know via Marty 
Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com).

Submit your calendar events in MS Word format only to Your Mountain 
Connection via Marty Hallberg (news@yourmtnconnection.com). 

Calendar Events are published as space allows. Information must be 
received by the 10th of each month prior to the actual date of the event.

Veteran’s Day
November 11

Veterans Day (originally known as Armistice 
Day) is a federal holiday in the United 
States observed annually on November 

11, for honoring military veterans. It coincides 
with other holidays including Armistice Day and 
Remembrance Day, which are celebrated in other 
countries that mark the anniversary of the end 
of World War I. Major hostilities of World War I 
were formally ended at the 11th hour of the 11th 
day of the 11th month of 1918, when the armi-
stice with Germany went into effect. At the urging 
of major U.S. veteran organizations, Armistice 
Day was renamed Veterans Day in 1954.

Veterans Day continues to be observed on 
November 11, not only preserving the histori-
cal significance of the date, but helping to focus 
attention on the important purpose of Veterans 
Day: A celebration to honor America’s veterans 
for their patriotism, love of country, and willing-
ness to serve and sacrifice for the common good.

Now you can follow  
Your Mountain Connection 

on Facebook at:
www.facebook.com/

newsonthepositiveside

HOLIDAY  
OPEN  
HOUSE  
11/6/20
Food Tasting
Holiday Merchandise
Drawings for door prizes

King Soopers Center
www.villagegourmet.net  

1193 Bergen Pkwy
303.670.0717

ECHO’S 11TH ANNUAL 
TURKEY TROT

Thursday, November 26, 2020 
8:00 am11:00 am

This year marks EChO’s 11th Annual Turkey Trot! Enjoy Thanksgiving 
morning with a family-friendly three mile trot around Evergreen Lake. The 
Turkey Trot begins and ends at the EChO Food Bank.

Evergreen Christian Outreach, 27640 Hwy, 74, Evergreen, CO 80439 
evergreenchristianoutreach.org
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B U S I N E S S  S E R V I C E S  $55/mo  3/mo minimum

CUSTOM FURNITURE

LANDSCAPE HAULING TREES

ROOFING AND EXTERIORS

VACUUM SERVICE SUPPLIES

HEALTHCARE ADVISORS

PLUMBING AND HEATING

ATTORNEY

ARCHITECT

HANDYMAN REPAIRS

ACCOUNTANT

INSURANCE LANDSCAPE

PEST CONTROL

ADVERTISE WITH US

BATH REMODEL

WATER CONDITIONING

CARPET CARE

COMMUNITY CONNECTION




